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1.

Introduction

1.1

The Buckinghamshire County Council Local Transport Plan 2001 - 2006 (BCCLTP)
has identified that Aylesbury suffers from some delay and congestion on its radial
routes into the town centre. Furthermore, the Department for Transport’s (DfT)
National Trip End Model (NTEM) suggests an increase in traffic growth of between
15% and 20% without any change in travel behaviour in the Buckinghamshire region.

1.2

Aylesbury Vale District (AVDC) and Buckinghamshire County Council (BCC) are
concerned that existing traffic related problems will significantly worsen when
proposed new housing developments are completed in 2011. Approximately 5,000
new households (comprising some 10,000 to 16,000 residents) will generate
significantly more trips at peak periods, potentially exacerbating the problems of
congestion and its associated impacts upon the local economy and environment.
BCC has proposed specific measures to accommodate this anticipated increase in
demand. These proposals are in line with the BCCLTP strategy aims and objectives2
to:

1.3

♦

Reduce the amount of pollution caused by traffic;

♦

Reduce the rate at which traffic congestion in the town is going to get worse;

♦

Increase the availability, quality and usage of public transport through additional
facilities and maximising the use of existing networks;

♦

Maintain and enhance the economic vitality of the town;

♦

Provide integrated networks and interchange facilities for public transport users,
cyclists and pedestrians;

♦

Reduce social exclusion currently suffered due to physical disabilities, practical
limitations or financial constraints; and

♦

Improve road safety for all modes of transport by addressing hazards associated
with conflicts between vehicles and the most vulnerable road users through
physical measures and education.

The BCCLTP aims to promote travel by means other than the private car. This will
be achieved by widening the choice of travel available to its population, through
demand management and by providing a safe, reliable, well maintained, efficient and
fairer transport network that does minimal harm to the environment, contributes to the
economy and promotes social inclusion, health and community safety.
STUDY OBJECTIVES

1.4

2

The key objective of this study is to develop a parking and access strategy that will
link together the different elements of existing transportation strategies relevant to
Aylesbury town centre. The strategy will therefore fulfil a vital role in the
development of the town’s transportation strategy over the next ten years.

BCCLTP 2001 – 2006, Vol. 1- Page 56 & Vol. 5 – Page 51
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1.5

The basic objectives of the study are to;
♦

advise on the use and pricing policy for the public car parks within the town
centre;

♦

assess the future demand for parking against supply and the availability of radial
highway capacity at peak times to access the town centre;

♦

examine the complimentary role of public transport (including park & ride),
walking and cycling in the development of a cohesive parking and access
strategy; and

♦

develop a relevant parking and access strategy.

STUDY AREA
Road Network
1.6

1.7

An Inner Relief Road encloses the town centre. Around the northern side of the town
is an outer orbital route which links several key arterial routes. These routes provide
access to the town centre for the local population and connect Aylesbury to its
neighbouring towns:
♦

A41 Bicester Road links Aylesbury to Bicester, approximately 15 miles to the
northwest of the town;

♦

A413 Buckingham Road links Aylesbury to Buckingham approximately 18 miles
to the north;

♦

A418 Bierton Road links Aylesbury to Bierton, approximately two miles to the
north-east of Aylesbury. Further north the A418 provides connection to Leighton
Buzzard and beyond to Milton Keynes;

♦

A41 High Street / Tring Road runs eastwards out of Aylesbury, linking the town
with London approximately 30 miles to the south-east via the M25;

♦

A413 Walton Street connects Aylesbury to Wendover, approximately seven
miles to the south-east, High Wycombe, the M40 and London; and

♦

A418 Oxford Road connects Aylesbury with Thame and Oxford, approximately
25 miles to the south west.

Aylesbury’s road network is shown in Figure 1.1.

1-2
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Figure 1.1 – Aylesbury Road Network
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CURRENT TRAVEL PATTERNS
1.8

The BCCLTP defines a strategy area for Aylesbury which consists of the town of
Aylesbury and the villages of Bierton and Stoke Mandeville. On a typical weekday,
197,000 vehicle trips are made within the strategy area between 7am and 7pm. Of
these trips 48% have one end of a trip in the strategy area, 41% of trips were wholly
within the area and 11% were through trips. The lack of through traffic is a key
feature of the traffic pattern in Aylesbury.

1.9

The predominant mode of transport is the private car, with 84% of people entering
the town centre using a car and only 4% entering by bus. 2.5% of those travelling to
work in Aylesbury travel by bicycle. The second most popular form of travel in
Aylesbury is walking. The choice of transport to work is very likely to be influenced
by the levels of car ownership. The results of the 1991 census revealed that car
ownership in the Aylesbury strategy area was higher than the national average. Over
28% of households owned two or more vehicles.

1-5
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2.

Development in Aylesbury
TRANSPORT AND LAND-USE POLICY

2.1

This study is concerned with parking and access within Aylesbury. There appears to
be no conflict between the stated County and District transport policies and those
espoused by Central Government. The national, regional and local legislation and
guidance relevant to parking and access are outlined in Appendix A in Volume 3.
MAJOR DEVELOPMENT AREAS

2.2

Milton Keynes and its surrounding sub-region have been identified by the
Government Office for the South East as an area for potential growth. Studies have
concluded that the provision of new homes in Aylesbury and the rest of Aylesbury
Vale3 would support the expansion of Milton Keynes and the further growth of
Aylesbury Town.

2.3

Much of the development within Aylesbury will take place in major development
areas (MDAs). The MDAs are linked to existing concentrations of employment and
will create significant satellite communities. The MDAs are planned to the north and
north-west of the town. Construction of the confirmed MDAs is expected to begin in
2005. The three most significant sites are at:
♦

Berryfields,

♦

Weedon Hill,

♦

Aston Clinton Road.

2.4

The largest of the three MDAs is at Berryfields, north-west of the town on the edge
the existing urban area. The site is on 200 hectares of green-field land either side of
the A41 Bicester Road. The site will be comprised of 3000 new dwellings and mixeduse development including employment and a full range of community facilities,
including two new primary schools and a secondary school required to serve the
development. All public utilities will be easily accessible from the various areas of
housing by foot. Completion is expected by 2014.

2.5

The location of the development was influenced by the position of the north-south
railway, currently used for freight, which may in future be re-opened to passengers to
maximise travel choice for those living or working in the development. Land is also
safeguarded for a Park and Ride (P&R) facility that could serve both bus and rail
services, should a railway station be opened.

3

BCCLTP 2001 – 2006, Vol. 1- Page 55 « Of the 8600 new homes required in the district [Aylesbury Vale] between 2001 and
2011, 75% are planned for Aylesbury.”
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2.6

The Weedon Hill MDA is also located on the edge of town, directly to the north of the
town centre and to the west of A413 Buckingham Road. The site is approximately a
quarter the size of the Berryfields site. Again a mixed-use development is proposed
with 850 dwellings planned to be constructed. One new primary school will be
constructed with a health centre. Land for a bus-based park & ride facility has been
safeguarded to the north of the site. Both developments will provide, in addition to
the utilities already mentioned, such facilities as shops, open spaces and leisure
facilities.

2.7

The Aston Clinton Road MDA site (26 hectares, located adjacent to the A41) is not
expected to be developed within the scope of the study. It is planned as Aylesbury’s
flagship employment area, providing a quality environment for high tech businesses
to locate in the town. Although this development has not been considered in detail
within the study, the strategy will none-the-less incorporate elements to
accommodate it when it is complete. Both the Weedon Hill and Aston Clinton MDAs
are expected to be complete by 2011.

2.8

Additional trips will be generated by and attracted to the new developments. The
location of the MDAs was planned so travel to and from the town centre would be
possible by means other than the car. However, in order to make the alternatives
attractive improvements must be made to the existing provision for transport. In
recognition of the additional trips that will be generated and in accordance with
national policy guidance (PPG13) the District Council has secured funding from
developers for improvements to Aylesbury‘s transport infrastructure and services.

2.9

The creation of primary public transport corridors linking the MDAs to the town centre
is particularly important. They are seen as essential to the success of the
developments and in attaining the Council’s access and sustainability objectives.

2.10

Funding for transport improvements is being sought from all those proposing
development in Aylesbury. Category 1 transport improvements will be wholly funded
by the MDAs. Category 2 improvements are town-wide and funded jointly by nonMDA developer contributions and public money. Category 1 improvements include:

2.11

♦

primary public transport corridors that connect MDAs to the town and each other
including
− Bicester Road (linking town centre and Berryfields MDA), and
− Buckingham Road (linking town centre and Weedon Hill MDA);

♦

new and additional bus services along the Primary Public Transport Corridors.
Funding will be limited to the first three years following occupation of the first
unit;

♦

cycle and pedestrian connections from each MDA to the existing network and
town centre; and

♦

junction improvements necessary for the MDAs to be built.

The Berryfields and Weedon Hill MDAs will also fund a new road (the Western Link
Road) which will connect both sites and the A41 to the A413. The implementation of
the MDAs will be phased to ensure that transportation links are in place before
occupation.
2-2
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BROWNFIELD DEVELOPMENT
2.12

Further development is expected because the Council prioritises the development of
new dwellings on brownfield sites. Brownfield sites are developments on land on
where there were previously buildings. Development land is often selected where
factories or industrial buildings have become derelict. Brownfield sites may also be
on land where residential dwellings, which no longer serve their purpose, are
demolished to make way for more modern buildings.

2.13

The District Council estimates that some 1,100 houses can be accommodated on
brownfield sites in Aylesbury. Land for the construction of 625 houses has already
been identified. Land for a further 475 houses is expected to become available
through the implementation of Council policies.

2.14

The Council also seeks developer contributions for transport improvements from the
developers of brownfield sites. The contributions are classified as category 2, or
town wide improvements, and usually only provide partial funding for a particular
scheme.
WATERSIDE DEVELOPMENT

2.15

To cater for the needs of the expected increase in Aylesbury Vale’s population a new
town centre mixed use (leisure / shopping / housing) development is planned. The
proposed site is on a 10 acre brownfield area on both sides of Exchange Street in the
town centre. The existing Civic Centre and adjoining car park would be re-developed
on the western side of Exchange Street. Much of the land on the eastern side of
Exchange Street is currently used for car parking. The District Council also has
offices adjacent to these car parks.

2.16

Up to 250 apartments will be built on the land to the east of the site closest to the
Grand Union Canal basin. At present it is proposed that one parking space per
dwelling will be provided. The restaurants and cafés that are planned will also be
built close to the canal basin.

2.17

On the western side of Exchange Street closest to the town centre a new theatre /
multi-use entertainment centre will be built next to the cinema, on the current site of
the Civic Centre. A new department store and a supermarket will also be built close
to the town centre. Smaller retail premises will be built in and around the new public
spaces. If the proposal is given planning approval construction could begin towards
the end of 2004.

2.18

There are currently proposals linked to the Waterside Development that would give
pedestrians a greater priority when crossing Exchange Street. The proposals would
see the construction of a speed table raising the carriageway to the same level as the
footway. A new signalised crossing facility is proposed to aid pedestrians crossing
on the speed table. The detailed design of the crossing facility is closely linked to the
bus priority proposals (described in paragraph 2.19) that the Councils are developing
for the Inner Relief Road.

2-3
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PUBLIC TRANSPORT HUB PROPOSALS
2.19

The most significant proposal affecting public transport users is the Major Scheme
Bid for the Aylesbury Public Transport Hub. In summary the proposal is for:
♦

bus priority measures on the Inner Relief Road;

♦

a bus link between the bus and railway stations;

♦

a redeveloped bus station with airport style lounge4 (also included within the
Aylesbury Public Transport Interchange Project); and

♦

an increased number of Quality Bus Partnerships (QBPs).

2.20

The objectives of the scheme are to improve access to, and conditions in, Aylesbury
bus station. The proposal includes elements for improved bus and pedestrian links
between the bus and train stations; improved pedestrian access from the town centre
and improvements to passenger waiting conditions.

2.21

An anti-clockwise bus priority lane is proposed around the Inner Relief Road. This
would allow passengers to board and alight from buses safely on the town centre
side of the ring road. It would also allow bus services to more easily access the bus
station whilst avoiding congestion.

2.22

Three proposals were developed in some detail and assessed using computerised
traffic models. The preferred option performed best in terms of traffic capacity and
economic performance. In the preferred option, most of the junctions remain as
roundabouts rather than being converted to signal controlled junctions as was
proposed in the alternative designs. Junction Improvements are being considered at
the following junctions:

2.23

♦

Oxford Road / Friarage Road;

♦

Cambridge Street / New Street;

♦

Friarage Road / Station Way (East); and

♦

Exchange Street access to the Waterside Development.

Signalised Pedestrian/cycling crossing points are proposed close to the junctions
between radial routes and the Inner Relief Road and at some locations across links
on the Inner Relief Road. Most are pelican crossings (for pedestrians only) but there
are also three toucan crossings (for both pedestrians and cyclists) proposed on the
southern side of the Inner Relief Road at the following locations:
(i)

Gatehouse Road;

(ii) Friarage Road adjacent to Rickford Hill;
(iii) Friarage Road adjacent to the bus station; and
(iv) Friarage Road adjacent to Big Hand Mo’s.

4

The County Council do not own the bus station. Any improvements would need to be made in partnership with Friends
Provident who own the Friars Square shopping centre.
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The Station Boulevard
2.24

An integral aspect of the hub proposals is the bus and pedestrian link from the
railway station to the bus station and town centre. The improved link would be
known as the Station Boulevard, and would include:
♦

creating a new bus only5 street (one-way, north-eastbound) linking the railway
station to Great Western Street (bus station);

♦

creating a signalised junction between Station Boulevard and Friarage Road;

♦

re-routing so that more buses serve both the bus and railway stations;

♦

reducing the gradient of the Station Boulevard to be more conducive to walking
and cycling;

♦

landscaping the station boulevard to improve the environment for pedestrians
and cyclists; and

♦

discontinuing the use of the subways underneath Friarage Road.

PROPOSED NEW PEDESTRIAN AND CYCLE BRIDGE
2.25

The Councils are also considering replacing the footbridge over the railway near the
station. This proposal would not be included within the bid for funds from the DfT.
Once constructed, the bridge would provide a direct link, across the railway, between
the town centre and the Southcourt Estate (including Aylesbury College, and Sir
Henry Floyd Grammar School. As well as pedestrians, the bridge would be available
for use by cyclists.

2.26

The bridge would play an important role by providing a direct pedestrian / cycle link
from the Southcourt ward, and the areas south of the railway line, to the redeveloped
public transport hub. If the bridge were not to be built, residents of the Southcourt
ward would be unable to fully realise the benefits of the public transport hub scheme.

2.27

The bridge also addresses the severance effect of the railway. At present cyclists
from Southcourt and the southern areas of the town must make long detours to
access the town centre and pedestrians must negotiate an outdated footbridge via
steep steps. The new footbridge, which would incorporate ramps rather than steps,
would improve access to the town centre for cyclists and for less mobile pedestrians,
thus improving access to the town centre from the south.

5

Taxis and emergency vehicles would also be able to drive on the Station Boulevard.
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3.

Consultation
INTRODUCTION

3.1

It was important that local people were given the opportunity to contribute to the
development of the Parking and Access Strategy. The consultation was designed to
give interested people the opportunity to contribute their ideas, needs and desires for
parking and access in Aylesbury. The consultation was also considered important in
order to develop an understanding of the key vision for parking and access in relation
to future developments and the potential problems and issues that may arise.

3.2

This section describes the consultation that was undertaken during the development
of the strategy. The full analysis of the consultation responses is included as
Appendix B in Volume 3, but is also referred to in Sections 4 to 9.
STAKEHOLDER MEETING (1 MARCH 2004)

3.3

A stakeholder consultation was organised for the 1 March 2004 in the County Council
offices in Aylesbury.

3.4

Forty-nine stakeholders were invited to the consultation. Of these, thirty were able to
attend. Group discussions were held and all the comments made were recorded by
members of the study team. After the meeting the comments were put into one of
four categories:

3.5

♦

parking;

♦

walking;

♦

cycling;

♦

public transport.

A full list of the comments received during and following the evening workshops is
included in Appendix B.
WORKSHOP FOLLOW-UP

3.6

As a follow-up, a list of the comments received during the workshop was distributed
to the stakeholders who contributed during the workshop, and to those who were
unable to attend.

3.7

Stakeholders who received the follow-up forms were invited to rank the comments to
indicate which issues in each category they felt were most important and most
needed to be addressed in the parking and access strategy. Stakeholders were also
given the opportunity to make additional comments.

3-1
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KEY RESULT
3.8

As well as scoring the comments made during the consultation workshop,
stakeholders were asked whether they considered parking or access to be the most
significant strand of the strategy. The answers to this question would help determine
the balance between parking and access that would be appropriate to Aylesbury.
They would also help to determine how far changes to travel behaviour (i.e. mode
choice) should be driven by parking restraint or by improved access. Figure 3.1
shows the priority afforded to each aspect of the strategy by those who responded to
the workshop follow-up.
Figure 3.1 – Priority Afforded To Parking and Access in Aylesbury
EQUAL IMPORTANCE
5
(28%)

PARKING
5
(28%)

ACCESSIBILITY
8
(44%)

PARKING
ACCESSIBILITY
EQUAL IMPORTANCE

3.9

Figure 3.1 shows that almost half of the respondents6 considered access to be the
most significant strand of a parking and access strategy. Just over one quarter of the
respondents considered that parking was the most significant strand of the strategy.
The remaining quarter felt that both strands were of equal importance.

3.10

The emphasis which is placed upon access may reflect comments made during the
consultation workshops. During the discussions many of the attendees stated that
improvements to access (i.e. improved choice) should be in place before parking in
the town centre is constrained (i.e. using charges etc).

6

18 Questionnaire responses were received.
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4.

Town Centre Traffic
INTRODUCTION

4.1

This section assesses the operation of Aylesbury’s town centre road network at
present and considers conditions following the completion of the development
projects. Traffic flow data is analysed to determine how close to saturation
Aylesbury’s roads at present are. The numbers of additional trips generated by the
new developments are also forecast and an assessment of future conditions on the
road network are made. Further detail can be found in Appendix C, Volume 3.

4.2

Although the majority of vehicles using the road network are motor cars, conditions
on the road will also impact, to some degree, upon all road users. This may include
those who travel by bus, bicycle or on foot. Road conditions also affect the transport
of goods.

4.3

The focus of this study is access to the town centre. The analysis described in this
section therefore reflects this focus by concentrating on traffic flows on the key radial
roads. Conditions on these radial routes are used as an indicator of conditions over
the entire network.

4.4

Weekday traffic count data was provided by the County Council. The surveys were
undertaken during March 2003. Atkins commissioned Saturday traffic counts on four
of the radial routes. The surveys recorded inbound traffic flows only and were
undertaken on Saturday 27th March 2004. Figure 1.1 on page 1-3 shows the
locations of the traffic counts.
EXISTING TRAFFIC CONDITIONS
Weekdays Traffic Flows on Radial Routes

4.5

The morning and evening peak hours were identified as being between 08:00 –
09:00 and 17:00 – 18:00 respectively. There is a strong tidal movement towards the
town centre in the morning peak hour. The flow is reversed in the evening.

4.6

The morning and evening peak periods are not prolonged. On most radial routes
(Bierton Road, Buckingham Road, Walton Road and Bicester Road) there is
significant spare capacity before and after each peak hour:
♦

from 07:00 to 08:00, traffic flow is between 7% and 47% less than morning peak
hour flows and between 19% and 40% less than morning peak hour flows from
09:00 to 10:00; and

♦

from 16:00 to 17:00, traffic flow is between 15% and 30% less than evening peak
hour flows and between 18% and 45% less than evening peak hour flows from
18:00 to 19:00.
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4.7

On Oxford Road the morning peak traffic behaves as expected, with higher flows
towards the town centre than away from the centre. However, unlike the other radial
routes, the evening peak flow is greatest towards the town centre than away from the
centre. This occurs between 18.00 and 19.00.

4.8

Twelve hour flows on A41 High Street / Tring Road are the lowest of the radial routes
with a twelve hour two-way flow of 13,556. Unlike other radial routes, the morning
peak flow in is actually away from the town centre. In the evening peak traffic
movements are, as expected, away from the town centre.

4.9

As a dual carriageway, Walton Street has the highest two-way flow of 27,249
vehicles over the 12 hour survey period. Walton Street also has the highest weekday
peak flow of 1,806 and 1,738 vehicles in the morning and evening peaks
respectively.

4.10

For all radial routes the inter-peak flows are lower than peak flows. Hourly flows
during the inter-peak flows are between 40% and 60% less than peak hour flows.

4.11

Although peak period traffic flows on the radial roads are significantly higher than in
the inter-peak, no significant levels of queuing were observed. However, slow
moving traffic was observed on radial routes at some locations.

4.12

The most significant queuing and slow moving traffic problems were observed on
Oxford Road, particularly in the vicinity of the signalised junction at Churchill Avenue,
where there is an all-red pedestrian stage.
Saturday Traffic Flows on Radial Routes

4.13

Atkins undertook Saturday traffic surveys which recorded five hour traffic flows on
four of the radial links7. Saturday peak hour flows at each of the four survey sites
were significantly less than those recorded during the weekday peaks. Saturday
flows are between 25% and 45% lower than the weekday morning (predominantly
inbound) peak hour flow.

4.14

The Saturday peak period is, however, more prolonged then the weekday peak
period. For example:

4.15

7

♦

on the A413 Walton Street / Wendover Road, the Saturday peak flow of between
1,101 and 1,346 vehicles occurred over the five hour period 11:30 – 16:30, with
the highest flow recorded between 11:30 and 12:30; and

♦

on Bierton Road the Saturday peak (13:30 - 14:30) is 660 vehicles, however the
period 11:30 to 12:30 and 12:30 to 13:30 had similar flows of 652 and 614
vehicles respectively.

The highest four hourly flow occurred on Walton Street with 5,085 vehicles between
11:30 and 15:30. At all four count sites queue levels were low, with the greatest
queue being seven vehicles on Walton Street.

A41 Bicester Road, A418 Bierton Road, A413 Walton Street, A418 Oxford Road
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Capacity of Radial Routes
4.16

TD 20/85 states that a maximum two-way peak hour flow of 1,700 vehicles per hour
can be achieved on all purpose roads with side roads and pedestrian crossings. The
guidance also suggests that one-way flows (in one lane) of up to 1,020 vehicles may
be achieved (i.e. 60% of the two-way flow). However, capacities of up to 1,500
vehicles in each direction (i.e. peak two-way flows of 3,000 vehicles per hour) have
been observed in towns and cities in the United Kingdom on single carriageway
roads.

4.17

Appendix C shows weekday traffic flow data provided by the County Council and
includes weekend data collected for this study. Analysis of the traffic flow data
indicates that although some of the radial routes are approaching capacity there are
generally no significant problems at present on the network as a whole. This
analysis is supported by the site observations that were made (see Table C.2 in
Appendix C Volume 3).

4.18

The one-way peak hour flows for Buckingham Road (1,317 vehicles) and Bicester
Road (1,280 vehicles) are however clearly approaching capacity. Oxford Road
(1,146 vehicles) is also close to saturation. Its capacity is lower than on the
Buckingham or Bicester Roads. The degree of saturation is likely to be associated
with the all-red pedestrian stage at the signalised junction at Churchill Avenue.
Proportion of Heavy Goods Vehicles (HGVs)

4.19

The proportion of HGVs on radial routes throughout the day was also analysed. The
highest weekday HGV level was recorded on the Bicester Road, where 6.6% of the
12 hour flow was classified as HGV. The lowest proportion of HGVs was recorded
on Buckingham Road (2.6%). A table showing the proportion of HGVs on each radial
route for different time intervals is given in Appendix C Volume 3.

4.20

Peak HGV flows for Bicester and Buckingham Roads occurred between 11:00 and
13:00. Peak HGV flows on Bierton, Tring and Oxford Roads occurred earlier in the
day between 09:00 and 11:00.

4.21

The proportion of HGVs on radial routes was less than 6.6% (over 12 hours) on all
radial routes. The highest proportion recorded was 12.4% between 10:00 and 11:00
on Bierton Road. These proportions are typical for county roads in the South East.
HGV proportions on trunk roads are frequently above 15% and sometimes over 20%.
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Summary of Existing Conditions
4.22

4.23

Analysis of available data for the existing network determined the following key
findings:
♦

the weekday AM and PM peak periods are heavily trafficked; however there are
no significant levels of queuing. Weekday peak demand is short lived with the
duration of morning and evening peaks lasting between 30 and 60 minutes;

♦

with the possible exception of Oxford Road, the radial routes are operating with a
modest level of spare capacity during the peak hours;

♦

most of the radial routes have much spare capacity outside the identified peak
hours of 08:00 to 09:00 and 17:00 to 18:00. There is significant spare capacity
in the inter-peak period;

♦

The HGV proportion of traffic is comparable to similar towns in the South East;
and

♦

Saturday peak flows are at least 25% below weekday peak flows.

In conclusion, there appears to be significant opportunity for traffic growth at
weekends and on weekdays during the inter-peak period, but less opportunity during
the weekday peak hours. As congestion increases, the initial driver reaction will to
be to use alternative routes or adjust the time of travel slightly, and in this sense, the
network can accommodate further traffic growth.
TRAFFIC SITUATION IN 2011

4.24

The following paragraphs review the balance of traffic demand and network capacity
in 2011.

4.25

The forecast year of 2011 has been used8 to compare the future traffic flows against
road capacity. 2011 is the year by which all the proposed MDA developments are
scheduled to be completed. The analysis is based on assumptions already
determined from the existing network and uses 2003, the year of the weekday traffic
flow counts, as the base year.
Proposed MDA housing developments

4.26

8

It is proposed that approximately 5,000 new homes are to be built in Aylesbury by
2011. Much of the development within Aylesbury will take place at identified major
mixed-use development areas (MDAs). The new developments will be:
♦

3,000 homes to the north and north west of the town centre, at Berryfields;

♦

850 homes at Weedon Hill, north of the town centre; and

♦

1,100 homes on brownfield sites within Aylesbury.

To comply with the client’s brief
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Network Changes
4.27

The BCCLTP contains several proposals that may affect the existing network
capacity. A new local distributor road is programmed to be built between the A41
Bicester Road and A413 Buckinghamshire Road. The new road will link the
proposed communities at the Berryfields and Weedon Hill MDAs.

4.28

The Councils have secured developer funding for public transport corridors along the
A41 (Bicester Road), the A413 (Buckingham Road) and the Tring Road corridor. The
public transport corridors will be between the MDAs and the town centre.
Implementation of MDA developments will be phased to ensure that transportation
links are in place before occupation. Details of all the public transport corridors
proposed in Aylesbury are given in Appendix D Volume 3.

4.29

The public transport corridors will involve the introduction of new, high frequency bus
services from the MDAs to the town centre. The new bus services will be supported
with the introduction of bus priority. Measures are also proposed to improve
conditions for cyclists and pedestrians. These include:
♦

bus lanes which will also be used by cyclists9 - The bus lanes are not anticipated
to reduce existing capacity as it is County policy to provide extra carriageway
space for these facilities;

♦

conversion of roundabouts to signalised junctions providing bus priority and
cycle facilities. This proposal may affect junction capacity;

♦

on and off-road cycle facilities. It is unlikely that cycle facilities would impact
upon link capacity; and

♦

provision of signalised crossing facilities for cyclists and pedestrians (toucan
crossings) adjacent to existing roundabouts.

4.30

The Council also proposes to provide Variable Message Signing (VMS) to promote
efficient access and operation of car parks.

4.31

The BCCLTP also contains many initiatives for the promotion of modes of transport
other than the private car. Such initiatives are designed to reduce the number of car
trips that are made. These are dealt with in subsequent sections of this report.
Forecast Traffic Growth in Aylesbury

4.32

9

The DfT’s National Trip End Model has been interrogated for Aylesbury and the
South East10. Factors for growth between 2003 and 2011 were extracted. Table 4.1
shows growth factors for Aylesbury and the surrounding area. These factors, we
understand, do not take account of the MDAs, but the natural growth in travel
patterns.

It is dangerous to exclude cyclists from with-flow bus lanes and counter to DfT guidance.
Tempro software was used to forecast growth factor and then adjusted for the National Road Traffic Forecast.

10
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Table 4.1 – Traffic Growth Factors (2003 to 2011)
Region

Growth Factor 2003 - 2011
Weekday
AM peak

Weekday
Inter-peak

Weekday PM
peak

Saturday

Great Britain

1.17

1.17

1.17

1.16

South East

1.17

1.18

1.17

1.17

Buckinghamshire

1.16

1.17

1.16

1.16

Aylesbury Vale

1.18

1.18

1.17

1.17

Aylesbury Zone

1.19

1.20

1.19

1.19

Aylesbury Rural

1.17

1.17

1.15

1.17

4.33

Table 4.1 shows the weekday growth factors for Aylesbury Vale are 18%. The
highest growth is forecast for the inter-peak period in the Aylesbury urban area
(Aylesbury Zone) with growth of up to 20%. Saturday growth factors are slightly less
than those for a weekday at 17%. Traffic growth factors for Aylesbury are slightly
higher than the forecast growth rates for Buckinghamshire, the South East and Great
Britain.

4.34

Applied throughout Aylesbury as a whole, a 20% increase in weekday peak traffic
could be absorbed by much of the network at most times of the day. However,
additional demand in peak periods, could increase existing levels of queuing and
slow moving traffic in some areas.

4.35

As identified in paragraphs 4.16 to 4.18 some radials have spare capacity at peak
times and significantly more capacity outside of the peak period. This capacity could
absorb much of this anticipated traffic growth.

4.36

Radials that are either at, or approaching capacity, are likely to demonstrate greater
and more prolonged congestion during weekday peak periods. However, this is
more likely to result in a longer AM and PM peak period on weekdays, rather than a
significant worsening of the existing situation.

4.37

A 20% increase in Saturday flows would be more easily accommodated by the
network than the increase in weekday flows. This is because the Saturday traffic
flows do not currently approach the levels evident in the weekday AM and PM peaks.

4.38

To avoid problems created by increased peak traffic, drivers may consider:
♦

♦

altering their travel time;
− some readjustment of travel times would occur as drivers realise the benefit
of utilising the spare capacity either side of the peak hour on most of the
network
changing their route.
− drivers would seek out routes offering a quicker journey
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4.39

Through a combination of the above, and an acceptance of longer delays, the
anticipated growth in car traffic during peak times could be absorbed by the network.
Impact of Household Growth

4.40

It is clear that whilst Aylesbury can be identified as a growth area, not all of the
planned MDA growth has been incorporated into the National Trip End Model.

4.41

Table 4.2 shows the growth in number of households for Aylesbury compared to the
UK and the South East.
Table 4.2 – Household Growth in Aylesbury
Region

No.
Households
2003

No.
Households
2011

Increase in
Households

% Increase in
Households

Great Britain

24 403 846

25 640 524

1 236 678

5.1%

South East

3 388 396

3 558 792

170 396

5%

Buckinghamshire

285 091

299 631

14 540

5.1%

Aylesbury Vale

68 160

72 611

4 451

6.5%

Aylesbury Zone

24 470

26 157

1 687

6.9%

Aylesbury Rural

43 690

46 454

2 764

6.3%

4.42

The potential traffic impact of the MDAs can be projected by analysing trip rates
generated historically by similar types of developments in the South East and
Midlands.

4.43

Based on this analysis, the MDAs could potentially generate between 0.15 and 0.75
arrivals / departures per household during the AM peak hour (08:00 to 09:00),
depending on housing type. A typical trip rate for the AM peak is approximately 0.5
arrivals / departures per household.

4.44

At this stage the destination of these generated trips is unknown since no forecasting
work has been undertaken. The trip destinations will have a significant bearing on
trip patterns and usage of key radial routes.

4.45

For example, applying the 0.5 trip rate to the 4,000 MDA households would add
approximately 2,000 trips to the network in the weekday AM peak hour in addition to
the background growth described in paragraphs 4.32 to 4.39. These additional trips
would have a greater impact on the radials adjacent to the MDAs.

4.46

The MDAs will generate additional traffic over and above the background traffic
which is forecast by the Government. In the weekday AM peak hour it is most
unlikely that the existing radial routes, particularly those near the MDAs would be
able to absorb the additional traffic flows. This coarse analysis therefore emphasises
the importance of developing an integrated access and parking strategy for
Aylesbury to counter the impact of the MDAs.
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Summary
4.47

By 2011 there will be an increased demand on the network, whilst the capacity of the
network infrastructure will be relatively unchanged. Capacity may be reduced from
existing levels, for example, with the introduction of signalised pedestrian and cyclist
crossing facilities.

4.48

Background traffic volume growth of approximately 20% between 2003 and by 2011
may be absorbed by spare capacity in the existing network. Spare capacity either
side of the peak, may result in extended peak periods. This could be mitigated
against by strategies proposed in the BCCLTP and this report. Spare capacity in the
Saturday peak would probably accommodate the forecast growth.

4.49

Traffic forecast to be generated by the MDA developments would significantly worsen
the future traffic conditions in the peak period. Without significant strategy
developments, background growth in traffic and traffic generated by the MDAs may
cause significant and extended traffic congestion at and around peak periods.

4.50

The specific development resulting from the MDAs and other significant brownfield
sites will have an adverse impact on the road network. An integrated access strategy
including measures already set out in the current BCCLTP is essential to reduce the
impact of this development.
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Section B – Elements of Strategy Development
The integrated strategy of this study will assess and develop current BCCLTP proposals and
provide guidance as to how to alleviate the potential demand/capacity problem generated by
increased traffic growth in the area. Proposals will provide a strategy that improves access
and encourages car drivers to consider travelling to the town centre using forms of transport
other than the car.
The integrated strategy should:
•

pursue policies that encourage a reduction in car usage;

•

consider the transport alternatives by providing greater travel choice; and

•

promote greater sustainability from new developments.

The recommendations of this study are highlighted in coloured boxes. Each has a reference
number which is used both in Volumes One and Volume Two. Recommendations
highlighted in a rose coloured box are existing policies that the Council should continue to
pursue.
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5.

Public Transport – Road

5.1

This section describes existing bus service provision, including infrastructure, within
Aylesbury. It also considers existing policies and plans relating to bus services, and
suggests a number of proposals to improve bus services, encouraging greater use of
the network.
INTRODUCTION

5.2

Aylesbury is served by a mixture of urban, rural and inter-urban bus services. The
majority are operated by Arriva, one of five big bus operators in Britain. Smaller,
local operators include Star Travel, Motts Travel and Red Rose Travel. Arriva
operate all of the commercial bus services within Aylesbury. Services operated by
the independent companies all receive revenue support from Buckinghamshire
County Council.

5.3

A number of policies and plans already exist for public transport across
Buckinghamshire and within Aylesbury itself. The BCCLTP contains a number of
targets and recommendations for bus services within the area. The most significant
scheme for bus users is the Aylesbury Public Transport Hub Major Scheme Bid,
which is described in Section 2. With regards to buses, the proposal contains plans
for:

5.4

♦

a redeveloped bus station with airport style lounge11 (also included within the
Aylesbury Public Transport Interchange Project);

♦

a bus link between the bus and railway stations;

♦

bus priority measures on Inner Relief Road; and

♦

an increased number of QBPs.

Further public transport proposals are also tied up with the planned MDA. The
intention is to have a frequent bus service supported by high quality infrastructure,
which will be funded by developers’ contributions.
QUALITY BUS PARTNERSHIPS

5.5

QBPs can be an effective tool in achieving improved bus services. Within both
Aylesbury and High Wycombe, QBPs have resulted in improved bus services and, as
a result, increased passenger numbers.

11

The County Council do not own the bus station. Any improvements would need to be made in partnership with Friends
Provident who owns the Friars Square shopping centre.
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5.6

The Red Route (Service 9) between Stoke Mandeville and Aylesbury via Southcourt
saw 20% passenger growth within the first three months and to date has experienced
a 30% growth in passenger numbers. Features of the service include a high
frequency service, bus priority measures, high quality vehicles, road side furniture
and simple to understand information. From July 2004, an additional vehicle (funded
by BCC) will be added to increase reliability and enhance the frequency during the
morning peak. The service operates every 10 to 12 minutes during the day and
extends into the evening with a 20 minute frequency until 2100, and a 35 minute
frequency after that (until 2330).

5.7

There are already plans to introduce a QBP on Service 2. This will result in the
frequency doubling to every 10 minutes. At this stage it is not known whether this will
apply to the whole route or to one section of it (possibly Bedgrove to Aylesbury or
Quarrendon to Aylesbury).

5.8

Developing additional QBPs is an aspiration of the BCCLTP and the Major Scheme
Bid. Priorities for such partnerships should be:
♦

Enhanced frequencies;

♦

Improved waiting facilities, including shelters, hard standing and walking
approaches to bus stops;

♦

Improved vehicle quality;

♦

Clear roadside and other information; and

♦

Bus priority measures.

5.9

Additional routes that might be considered in the future are Service 3 (Aylesbury to
Churchill Avenue) and Service 4 (The Coppice to Prebendal Farm). Both services
operate at a frequency of 30 minutes.

5.10

New routes associated with the MDAs should also be covered by QBP agreements
at the end of the developer funding period (assuming they are commercially viable).
It is essential that high standards are maintained, and the most effective way of doing
this is through the introduction of a QBP agreement.
PT1
Additional QBPs should be introduced to secure improvements to existing bus
services. Priorities for QBPs should include:
•

Enhanced frequency;

•

Improved waiting facilities;

•

High quality vehicles;

•

Clear roadside information, timetables and publicity; and

•

Bus priority measures.
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MAJOR DEVELOPMENT AREAS
5.11

The proposed MDAs within Aylesbury have been planned with the aspiration that
they will support high quality bus services, ideally operating with a daytime frequency
of every 10 minutes or better.

5.12

The BCCLTP notes that bus services to new developments generally require some
form of ‘pump-priming’ and the Council has therefore secured developer funding for
new bus services from the proposed MDAs at Berryfields and Weedon Hill (for 3 to 5
years). Section 106 funding agreements have already been reached with the
developers for both sites; with a 10 minute frequency planned from Berryfields and a
15 minute frequency from Weedon Hill.

5.13

There are also proposals to introduce bus priority measures including stretches of
bus lane and selective vehicle detection along Buckingham and Bicester Roads,
which link the MDAs and the town centre. There are also aspirations for some form
of priority along Tring Road. Such improvements will increase the attractiveness of
bus travel by raising its profile, and introduce a journey time advantage over those
who travel by private car.

5.14

Access to bus services at the start and finishing point is also important. Potential
passengers may be deterred from using bus services if their journey involves a long
walk to the bus stops or a long wait time for the bus. It is essential that the new
developments provide sensible through routes for buses to avoid contorted routes or
poor penetration of residential areas.

5.15

It is also essential that new services are available when people start to occupy the
new development. The late introduction of services may result in the use of cars
becoming established as the primary form of transport.

5.16

As previously mentioned it is important that new bus services are covered by QBP
agreements at the end of the developer funding period to maintain a high quality
service to each of the MDA sites.
PT2
The local authorities and bus operators should ensure continued involvement in road
design and bus stop location within MDAs to ensure that there are sufficient
opportunities for bus services to penetrate the new developments and to serve them
in the most efficient manner.

PT3
The Section 106 Agreement for funding of new bus routes should ensure that funding
is available at the earliest possible opportunity, so that services are operating before
travel patterns become established.
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EXISTING BUS NETWORK
5.17

As has already been established, Aylesbury is served by a mixture of urban
(commercial), rural (financially supported) and inter-urban (commercial) bus services.
The bus routes serving Aylesbury are listed in Appendix E Volume 3.

5.18

Many journeys within Aylesbury itself can be made using urban, rural or inter-urban
services. Oxford Road, for example, is served by the urban services 4 and 9 and the
inter-urban 260 and 280 services. Rural and/or inter-urban services include hourly
links to Luton, Buckingham, and Milton Keynes and half hourly links to High
Wycombe,12 Oxford and Watford.
Service Frequency

5.19

Eight routes operate with a weekday (Monday to Saturday) frequency greater than
one bus per hour. The most frequent services are Service 9 (every 10 to 12 minutes
between Aylesbury and Stoke Mandeville Hospital) and the Silver Rider (every 15
minutes between Aylesbury and Fairford Leys).

5.20

Nine routes operate an hourly service on Monday to Saturday. Of these, four do not
operate in the evenings or on Sundays, and three operate at a much reduced
frequency. Six further routes operate at a lower frequency, and these are the routes
most likely to receive revenue support.

5.21

Within Aylesbury, the BCCLTP sets out a target for services which operate a
frequency of every 30 minutes or better between 0730 and 1830 Monday to
Saturdays. In areas where there are significant numbers of rail commuters these
operating hours should be extended. This target is already being met in the majority
of cases.

5.22

However, a frequency of every 10 minutes or better, is desirable to achieve
passenger growth. This has been particularly well illustrated by success of the QBP
services in both Aylesbury and High Wycombe. For Aylesbury, the County and
District Councils have a target of a network of high quality bus services at 10 minute
intervals, serving each of the major residential areas.

5.23

The main radial routes into Aylesbury are well served by several bus services which
between them, provide a headway of 30 minutes or better (although they may not
provide a ‘clock-face’ timetable). Off the main radial routes, a number of the services
penetrate the main residential areas. Frequencies vary, but most services operate
every 30 minutes or better.

5.24

Frequency enhancements can be achieved through a QBP or the revenue support
process. Existing services which could benefit from operating at an enhanced
frequency include:

12
13

♦

Service 2 (reduce frequency from every 20 to every 10 minutes13);

♦

Service 3 (reduce frequency from every 30 minutes to every 10 to 15 minutes);
and

This is made up of the hourly 323 and hourly 324 services.
This is already planned for at least half of the route through the QBP agreement.
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♦

Service 4 (reduce frequency from a 30 minute to a 10 to 15 minute headway).

5.25

On evenings and weekends, the aspiration is to have an hourly service within 800
meters walk of every occupied house. At present approximately half of Aylesbury is
served by evening and Sunday services on a frequency of hourly or better. Services
which continue into the evening and operate on Sundays include Silver Rider, 2, 9,
280/260 and 323/324.

5.26

Additional evening and Sunday journeys should be created by extending the
operating hours of existing routes where possible. This will provide consistent, easily
understandable services. Again there are funding issues to consider with this
recommendation.
PT4
Where it can be achieved through a QBP agreement, or is consistent with the Local
Authority priorities for revenue support, bus service frequency enhancements should
be secured on some urban Monday to Saturday services and additional evenings and
Sunday services should be provided.

5.27

For inter-urban and rural routes the frequencies are often lower that for urban
services. Reasons for this can include lower demand, the amount of resources
required to provide the service, and the necessity for revenue support. Any
frequency enhancements to these services should concentrate on journeys which
cannot be made by rail.

5.28

Consideration has been given to increasing the frequency of the 280 service between
Aylesbury and Oxford from every 30 to every 20 minutes (although the operator has
not decided to implement this). Other inter-urban services which might benefit from
frequency enhancements include the X15/65 service between Aylesbury and Milton
Keynes and the 66 service between Aylesbury and Buckingham.

5.29

In addition there is potential for demand responsive transport to replace some of the
existing rural services and provide a better service to people along these routes
and/or better value for the Local Authority. This is currently being trialled in the south
of the region. Options for this could include door-to-door services or flexible services
which feed into the core routes at interchange points.
PT5
Where it is consistent with the Local Authority priorities for revenue support, bus
service frequency enhancements need to be achieved on some inter-urban and rural
routes. Any improvements should be concentrated on journeys which cannot be
made by rail.

PT6
Investigate further the potential for demand responsive transport to replace some
rural routes and deliver a better quality services and/or better value for money.
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Network Coverage
5.30

Generally there are comprehensive bus services along main roads but penetration
into some residential and business areas could be improved within Aylesbury. The
BCCLTP aims to ensure that in large towns including Aylesbury, there are regular
bus services passing within 500 metres of every occupied house. There are some
areas of Aylesbury where this target is not being met. For example, there are no
services in the residential areas between Tring Road and Wendover Road. A
number of streets in this area could accommodate bus services (including Wendover
Way, Turnfurlong Lane and King Edward Avenue), and the existence of bus stop
flags confirms that services once operated along these routes.

5.31

There are also opportunities to better penetrate the Southcourt Estate using
Prebendal Avenue (many of the other roads are too narrow and/or restricted by car
parking). Again, disused bus stop flags suggest that there used to be a service along
this road.

5.32

Mini buses, like those used on the Silver Rider service could be used to better
penetrate the housing estates, and new services could potentially operate as hail and
ride services. Whilst a new service might extract some passengers from existing
routes, it also has potential to generate additional journeys, due to better access.

5.33

Alternatively there may be potential to divert existing services. For example, Service
4 from Fairford Leys could serve the Southcourt Estate on every other journey
(alternating with the Prebendal Farm and Hartwell Estates). This would preferably be
on an enhanced frequency, which could tie in with the introduction of a QBP on this
route.

5.34

Likewise there is a case for better penetration of the Gatehouse Industrial Estate.
Currently it can only be accessed by using services which operate along Oxford
Road and Bicester Road. There is limited potential to divert one of the existing
Bicester Road services, due to the current headway, but consideration might be
given to diverting some journeys once the frequency of Service 2 increases as part of
the QBP proposals.

5.35

Bus companies rationalising their services to concentrate on the most profitable
sections and/or pressures on Local Authority revenue support budgets, can often
result in services concentrating on core routes. Operational factors, such as car
parking affecting accessibility and availability of resources, can also play a part in
determining the route to be followed.

5.36

Buckinghamshire, like most local authorities, is under considerable financial pressure
with regards to supporting bus services, and the result of this is the necessity to
prioritise routes for funding. The conditions for providing revenue funding are
currently under review and the emerging priorities support services which have a
positive effect on congestion and reduce social exclusion. The funding issue is likely
to escalate as a number of rural bus grant services are reaching the end of their
funding period.
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PT7
Where it is consistent with priorities for revenue support, Local Authorities should be
securing bus services which better penetrate residential and employment areas to
meet the LTP targets for coverage of the bus network.

QUALITY STANDARDS
5.37

The local authority should agree operating standards for quality and reliability of
operations serving Aylesbury. The standards should be applied to both commercial
bus operators and companies operating under contract to them. These standards
then need to be monitored to ensure that they are being met and reviewed on a
regular basis. Operating standards might include targets for:
♦

Reliability – standards should be set to at least Traffic Commissioner standards;

♦

Punctuality – standards should be set to at least to Traffic Commissioner
standard (not more than 1 minute early or five minutes late);

♦

Vehicles – standards relating to presentation of buses including fleet age;

♦

Information – an agreed standard for quality and availability of information; and

♦

Customer care – an agreed standard of customer care and minimum training
standards.

PT8
The local authorities should continue to work closely with the local bus operating
companies. Minimum operating standards for bus services should be agreed with
bus operators. The Council should also make a commitment to monitor the agreed
standards.

Vehicle Quality
5.38

The majority of buses serving Aylesbury are well maintained, clean and comfortable.
A mixture of vehicle types can be seen, including single-deckers, double-deckers,
midi- and mini buses. The most modern vehicles operate on the Silver Rider service
and are less than six months old. A significant number of vehicles are, however,
older that the governments average vehicle age target of 8 years, with some vehicles
in excess of 15 years old. The image of public transport would benefit from the
current fleet being updated.
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5.39

Within large bus operators, local companies have to make a business case for
acquiring new vehicles, competing against other group operating companies. New
vehicles are generally given to the most profitable operations, although QBPs are
also an effective way of securing modern vehicles, as the Service 9 fleet illustrates.
The Local Authority can also influence the standard of vehicles operated on
supported services, through the conditions of contract14 but requesting a higher
quality vehicle will obviously have an effect on the cost of operating the contract.
PT9
The County should seek further improvements to the standard of vehicles within
Aylesbury through additional QBP agreements, and the introduction of vehicle
standard targets within the conditions of contract for supported services (where the
budget allows).

Passenger Information
5.40

The County produces an area wide bus and coach timetable booklet (Aylesbury
Vale) and a number of individual timetables are produced by operators. Updates are
produced as services change and the booklet contains a number of clear maps
covering the whole area and individual towns.

5.41

The roadside information along the QBP corridor is of high standard but the quality
elsewhere is generally lower. Roadside information should be in a consistent format
across the town, and the standard along the QBP corridor should be the adopted
format. There is also potential for considerable improvement to the information
provided at bus stands within the bus station. Although on a positive note in the bus
station there is next vehicle departure information and generally the enquiry office is
staffed.

5.42

A long term aspiration should be the introduction of real time information. The Major
Scheme proposal does include the introduction of real time information at the ‘super
stops’ in town and there will potentially be information in the MDAs. In the longer
term there should be an aspiration for real time information across the whole town,
which people can access before they leave home, using the internet, via television or
mobile telephones.

5.43

Specific policies relating to information should be contained in the Council’s
information strategy. The strategy should set the standards for information provision
and contain details of how the quality and availability of information will be monitored.
It should also take into account how the information will be provided if operators fail
to meet the agreed standards. The information strategy should take into account
information provision:
♦

Before the journey (e.g. timetables, telephone enquiries);

♦

Whilst waiting for the journey (e.g. roadside publicity); and

♦

During the bus journey (e.g. destination displays and on bus timetables).

14

The Local Authority might therefore consider asking for a price for operating the services with vehicles under the target age
and another for vehicles over the target age to ensure efficient use of resources.
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FARES AND TICKETING
5.44

There are a range of fares and tickets available for travel on the commercial bus
network in Aylesbury. Single, return and daily tickets can be purchased on bus, as
can family explorers (providing travel on all services for up to two adults and two
children for £7 a day).

5.45

Other tickets for bus travel include weekly and monthly zone tickets which can be
purchased for travel within the Aylesbury zone or across the entire local Arriva
network. There is already some integrated ticketing in Aylesbury where rail season
ticket holders are able to travel free on Arriva bus services to and from the station.

5.46

However, a need for greater integration in ticketing. Potential additional tickets
include a multi-operator bus ticket, an area wide all bus and rail ticket and a rail-bus
add on ticket.15 In the longer term, the introduction of smart cards should be
considered.
PT10
Seek to improve ticketing integration through multi-operator bus tickets, multioperator bus and rail tickets and rail-bus add on tickets.
Longer term the introduction of smart cards should be considered.

INFRASTRUCTURE
Bus Station
5.47

The bus station is located under the Friars Square shopping centre and has eleven
bus bays. There is an enclosed waiting area and passenger facilities include seats,
toilets, an information office, electronic travel information system, next service
departure boards (which also cover trains from the rail station), vending machines
and a telephone. Access to the bus station is via the shopping centre or, at street
level, via the Market Square.

5.48

Existing problems associated with the bus station include:

15

♦

Passengers accessing the bus station at street level use the same entrance as
buses and other vehicles (for the loading bays and customer collection service).

♦

There are no clearly marked walkways within the bus station, which increases
the risk of injury to pedestrians;

♦

The bus station entrance is not obvious from the Market Square and potential
passengers might not realise the bus station is there;

♦

Delivery bays and a customer collection point are located within the bus station.
The presence of other vehicles in the bus station increases the risk of accidents
and may delay buses; and

♦

The bus station appears dated and is very enclosed with little natural light,
making the waiting environment unpleasant.

The conditions of the Competition Act will need to be taken into account when developing any integrated ticketing scheme.
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5.49

5.50

The Major Scheme Bid outlines improvements for the bus station. Structural
modifications have been discounted due to their being regarded as impractical and
too costly so the proposals are centred on:
♦

Providing improvements to the existing bus station;

♦

Upgrading the passenger facilities, including better travel advice, real time
passenger information, improved lighting, seating and building finishes;

♦

Enlarging the waiting area, with automatic doors providing direct access to each
bus bay; and

♦

Improving pedestrian routes to the railway station and the town centre, with
pedestrian priority wherever possible.

Regardless of whether the Major Scheme Bid is successful, improvements to the bus
station should be a priority. Changes should include cosmetic improvements within
the bus station and measures to open the entrance up and make the bus station
more visible from the Market Square. Departure charges are a potential source of
funding for such improvements. Priorities for improvements to the bus station should
be:
♦

Opening it up so that it is more obvious from the Market Square and so that
there is more natural light to improve the atmosphere;

♦

Improving the pedestrian routes to the bus station, including the introduction of a
dedicated crossing (proposed as part of the Major Scheme Bid);

♦

Making safe pedestrian paths and crossings within the bus station;

♦

Introducing sufficient cycle parking facilities nearby;

♦

Improving the general appearance of the facility; and

♦

Improving the standard of passenger information provided at each bus stand.

PT11
Redevelopment of the bus station should remain a priority for both Councils.
Improving the cosmetic appeal of the bus station and its accessibility from the town
centre will help to improve the attractiveness of travelling by bus.

Roadside Furniture
5.51

Bus waiting facilities contribute a great deal to the public’s perception of bus services;
high quality infrastructure could help to encourage new passengers onto services in
Aylesbury. The BCCLTP acknowledges that much of the infrastructure associated
with public transport is unattractive and does little to promote the image of public
transport.

5.52

The County Council is already committed to improving and maintaining well used bus
stops, and the QBP route demonstrates good practice in the area. The current
commitment is to provide an area of hard standing at busy bus stops and where
possible, introduce raised kerbs to assist the mobility impaired. Improving pedestrian
access to bus stops should also be considered.
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5.53

Consideration should be given to the introduction of additional shelters at busy stops.
Currently the majority of bus shelters within Aylesbury are provided by the private
company JC Decaux, although some are also provided by Parish Councils. The
Council may consider providing shelters as part of further QBP agreements or
securing them through Section 106 agreements for the MDAs. Regardless of who
provides the shelters it is important that they are well maintained.

5.54

The location of bus stops in the town centre is limited in part due to the
pedestrianisation and the one way system. Inside the Inner Relief Road, the only
stops are in the bus station, on Buckingham Way and Kingsbury. On the Inner Relief
Road itself there are stops on Exchange Street, Friarsgate Road and Oxford Road.
This will change if the Major Scheme Bid is successful.

5.55

In terms of penetrating the town centre, all routes currently serve the bus station and
a large number also serve Buckingham Street and Kingsbury. The Major Scheme
Bid proposes new high quality bus stops on the Inner Relief Road. These proposed
super stops will be another example of good practice. They will include facilities such
as real time information. Improved walking routes are also proposed between the
town centre and the new bus stops.

5.56

The introduction of the new bus stops will result in the removal of buses from the
Market Square. A number of urban bus routes will be altered so that they serve the
new stops on the Inner Relief Road and the super stop outside the bus station on
Great Western Street. Buses will also serve the High Street, which they are currently
unable to do.
Bus and Rail Interchange

5.57

Aylesbury Rail station is only a short walk from the bus station although the two
stations are separated by the Inner Relief Road. The only services which serve the
railway station are the 4, 16 (Sundays only), 261 and the Silver Rider. The stop is a
short walk away from the station forecourt on Station Way.

5.58

Access between the bus and rail station is via an underpass under the Inner Relief
Road. There are some signs directing pedestrians between the bus station and the
rail station, but they are quite small. Passengers would benefit from an improved link
between the bus and rail stations and enhanced signage should be a priority in these
improvements.
PT12
There are considerable benefits associated with improving the link between the bus
and rail stations, particularly for pedestrians. Enhanced signage should be
considered a priority in any improvements.

5.59

Two of the options contained within the Major Scheme Bid include signalised
pedestrian crossing points on the Inner Relief Road. Signalisation of the Great
Western Street / Friarage Road junction and the provision of at-grade pedestrian
crossing facilities would improve pedestrian interchange between buses and trains.
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5.60

The Major Scheme Bid would also result in the majority of routes serving the rail
station (the principal bus route is via Station Way). Consideration might also be
given to whether existing bus services could be used to operate a ‘rail-link’ service
between the railway station and the town centre and / or bus station. Ideally this
service would offer free travel to passengers. There is a revenue issue as operators
would require some form of payment for providing this service. There are also a
number of issues with providing a return journey to the rail station due to the way that
buses will circulate within the town centre.
Bus Priority Measures

5.61

Existing bus priorities within Aylesbury include: bollard controlled bus only restrictions
through the Market Square; an inbound bus lane and selective vehicle detection
along Oxford Road; and a bollard controlled bus only link between Fowler Road and
Fairford Leys. QBP Route 9 operates along Oxford Road taking advantage of the
bus priority measures.

5.62

Further priority measures are proposed as part of the Major Scheme Bid, MDAs and
are desirable for QBPs. In addition to improving the competitiveness of bus journey
times, bus priority measures can also raise the profile of bus travel.

5.63

Options for bus priority measures include physical measures such as bus lanes,
rising bollards, bus gates and technological measures such as selective vehicle
detection.
PT13
Additional bus priority should be achieved as part of the Major Scheme Bid, MDA
proposals and further QBPs to improve the competitiveness of bus journey times and
raise their profiles.

PARK & RIDE (P&R)
5.64

5.65

Plans for the MDAs also contain proposals for new P&R services, with space for 600
cars at Berryfields and 300 at Weedon Hill. An outline implementation programme
has been produced for P&R in Aylesbury, which will see:
♦

improved bus (taxi bus) services introduced linking the Watermead development
to the town centre by the end of 2006; and,

♦

full P&R facilities operating from Berryfields and Weedon Hill during 2009.

Under current conditions it is not considered that P&R would be in a position to
operate successfully in Aylesbury. There are a number of existing features in the
town centre that would impede the successful operation of a P&R facility. These
include;
♦

Adequate town centre car parking,

♦

car parking charges that would do not discourage people from parking in the
town centre; and,

♦

little (if any) journey time advantage to be gained over using the car for the whole
journey.
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5.66

Therefore the existing situation is unlikely to support the introduction of a P&R facility
of some 900 car park spaces, however, it must be acknowledged that the Council is
planning for the future and has prudently safe-guarded land for these facilities.

5.67

In general there are a number of factors that may affect the potential for introducing a
sustainable P&R operation. These include:

5.68

♦

increasing town centre parking charges;

♦

reducing the number of town centre public parking spaces, particularly long stay
spaces;

♦

controlling the number of private non-residential parking (PNR) spaces;

♦

introducing charges for PNR parking;

♦

increasing the number of people travelling to the town centre;

♦

giving buses a travel time advantage over the car (through bus priority);

♦

low fares for the P&R services; and

♦

the introduction of road user charging.

Aylesbury will be fulfilling some of these criteria in tandem with the introduction of the
MDAs and the town centre Waterside development. These developments will help
the town satisfy some of the criteria essential to the introduction of a sustainable P&R
facility, including:
♦

the introduction of the MDAs is likely to increase travel demands into, and within,
Aylesbury town centre;

♦

traffic congestion within Aylesbury is likely to increase, making the journey to
work less attractive,

♦

convenient off-street parking may be less plentiful (particularly long-stay
parking). It should be noted that if the Waterside and town centre development
attracts significant numbers of daytime visitors, then town centre parking may
need to be sacrificed to facilitate the economic well-being of the town. This may
be in the form of conversion from long-stay to short-stay facilities, or even the
redevelopment of a core town centre car park to retail (or other) economically
beneficial facility. The potential triggers changing the availability and use of town
centre parking supply are detailed in Section 9 of this report;

♦

bus priority measures are to be introduced through the Major Scheme Bid, MDA
proposals and through additional QBPs. Carriageway improvements will be
along the main arteries from both Berryfields and Weedon Hill. The improved
carriageway facilities are currently programmed for implementation during
2007/2008,

♦

proposals within this report suggest that on-street parking be removed from the
core town centre (except for specific groups such as, residents, disabled and
taxis);

♦

this report also proposes that a new off-street parking tariff be introduced
designed to encourage long-stay parkers to use specific car parks
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5.69

The anticipated changes to Aylesbury’s transport demands (in the form of additional
traffic, improved public transport and parking facilities) are likely to support the
viability of the P&R facilities. It is important that the Council does not lose the option
to provide for such a facility because the immediate need does not exist. The
availability of a well served stock of potential parking supply (some 900 spaces),
when associated with a good bus service into Aylesbury, can legitimately be
considered as additional town centre parking (particularly for commuters). A similar
approach was taken by Bournemouth Borough Council when justifying the
introduction of P&R.

5.70

The viability of a site at Berryfields could be increased considerably if the site served
the railway station as opposed to being a traditional P&R site. The car park could
provide car parking for rail users, who currently travel into Aylesbury, for traditional
P&R users and provide a park and share facility. This also has the potential to
provide a high frequency P&R service using the MDA bus service and the rail
services to Aylesbury. The viability of a P&R at Weedon Hill could be increased if a
bus service, with a frequency of 15 minutes or more, were provided. Current
proposals are for a 15 to 20 minute service to be provided.

5.71

For both sites cycle storage (park and cycle and/or cycle and ride), walking routes
and kiss and ride facilities should be introduced to make them multi–modal
interchange as opposed to just P&R sites.

5.72

More detailed modelling is recommended for the P&R sites. This should take
account of where residents of the new developments will be employed, since this will
have a significant impact upon the success of a P&R scheme.
PT14
Multi-modal interchanges should be introduced at MDAs using the new bus and rail
services (although further work is also recommended to establish potential demand).

TAXIS
5.73

Taxi provision in Aylesbury is an important aspect of the town’s public transport
system. Taxis provide an important feature in those areas of town currently without
adequate public (bus) transport coverage, for the mobility impaired elements of
society (disabled and parents) without access to private cars and most (non-private
car) town centre users after 7PM.

5.74

There are a significant number of taxis working in Aylesbury and taxi ranks are
provided within the core town centre. These service local amenities like the Council
offices, library, shopping centres and the Market Square.

5.75

It is proposed that all the existing taxi facilities be retained in the core town centre, in
recognition of the importance of taxis to the economy of the town centre. In addition
to the retention of the existing facilities, taxis will be accorded additional rank space
in Walton Street and High Street as the existing free limited stay public parking
places are removed. The free public spaces will be converted to taxi and disabled
use only.
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PT15
Adequate taxi ranks should be provided within the Inner Relief Road (the town centre
core) to assist the successful operation of licensed taxis.

5.76

It is also recommended that licensed taxis be permitted to make use of existing and
proposed bus lanes on radial routes to enhance passenger travel times and to
discourage use of private cars.
PT16
Bus lanes should be available for use by licensed taxi vehicles that have roofmounted illuminated signs or that are liveried in some other way which is easily
recognisable and has been agreed with the highway authority and the police.

CONSULTATION
5.77

The majority of comments relating to public transport that were received during the
consultation workshop on 1 March 2004 related to bus services in Aylesbury. No
comments regarding the provision of rail services in Aylesbury were made.

5.78

The highest scoring public transport issue was the very bad provision of bus services
in villages surrounding Aylesbury. The provision of bus services in some areas of the
town was also cited as being poor. In the follow-up questionnaire, these two
problems scored 42% of the available points between them indicating that network
coverage was the issue that stakeholders felt most needed addressing.

5.79

The lack of bus services after 7pm was the third most important issue. Another issue
that was important to stakeholders was the high cost of short bus journeys.

5.80

A list of the comments received during the workshop and a full analysis of the followup questionnaires is included as Appendix B.
SUMMARY

5.81

There are considerable benefits to be gained from improving the link between the
bus and rail station. The strategy supports the redevelopment of the bus station and
the public transport hub as a priority for public transport. It is also considered
important to investigate the perceived effect of removing buses from the town centre.

5.82

The access strategy supports the introduction of improved pedestrian access and
signage to the nearest bus stop. Existing bus shelters must be well maintained and
additional bus shelters installed where possible. The importance of providing
information on existing bus services and of raising the profile of buses as an
alternative to cars must also be stressed. Associated with improved access, the local
authority must provide an area of hard standing (at popular bus stops) incorporating
raised kerbs to assist the mobility impaired.
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5.83

The introduction of QBPs serving the town centre (with the aim of creating an
attractive and viable alternative to the private car; maximising the opportunity for and
convenience of bus travel; and raising the profile of public transport) is an important
element of the public transport element of the strategy. It is vital to the quality of
service offered that the bus services penetrate the new developments and serve
them in an efficient manner. A new resident’s travel habits will be established early
in their residence.

5.84

Frequency enhancements need to be achieved on evenings and Sundays, as well as
during the week. For longer distance routes, enhancements should be concentrated
on journeys which cannot be made by rail.

5.85

The introduction of P&R at the MDAs is supported. It is encouraged that the
proposed P&R facilities be implemented in the short term, rather than waiting for the
MDA to be fully functional. It is considered important for motorists to be provided
with operational alternatives before such measures are required, and to deter visitors
from using less sustainable modes of transport to access Aylesbury. As indicated
the immediate implementation of a fully operational P&R cannot be recommended.
Given the anticipated growth of the town and the potential for car borne
commuters/traffic in Aylesbury, planning for a fully functional P&R service is to be
applauded. It is, however, advised that further work be undertaken to better establish
the potential demands for the service.

5.86

The local authority must also be committed to monitoring agreed standards for bus
services.

5.87

The importance of taxis as an element of the public transport system in Aylesbury
must not be overlooked. The provision of adequate town centre taxi ranks is
supported, as is the ability to use bus lanes by licensed taxis.
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6.

Public Transport – Rail
EXISTING PROVISION OF RAIL SERVICES AND INFRASTRUCTURE

6.1

There are three trains each hour from Aylesbury rail station to London Marylebone,
all of which are operated by Chiltern Railways. Journey time to London Marylebone
Station is approximately one hour via Amersham and around an hour and a half via
High Wycombe. The rail routes are mainly used by those who commute to and from
London.
Table 6.1 – Rail frequencies to / from Aylesbury
Destination

Route

Peak
Frequency

Off-peak
Frequency

London Marylebone

Stoke Mandeville, Amersham and
Rickmansworth

3 per hour

2 per hour

London Marylebone

High Wycombe and Beaconsfield

1 per hour

1 per hour

6.2

Although not a modern building the rail station is well looked after and facilities
include a ticket sales office, refreshment kiosk and toilets. The service from
Aylesbury is operated by modern trains.

6.3

There is a notice board with comprehensive bus information outside the railway
station. Season ticket holders get free travel on Arriva bus services to and from the
railway station.

6.4

As already mentioned the train station is separated from the town centre and bus
station by the Inner Relief Road and access is via an underpass. The station is also
served directly by a handful of bus services.
PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS TO RAIL SERVICES AND INFRASTRUCTURE
Integrated Ticketing

6.5

Since 1999 Chiltern Railways have offered inclusive local bus travel to all monthly,
quarterly and annual rail season ticket holders for journeys originating in Aylesbury.
It is a good way of encouraging integrated travel using public transport and the
benefits could be increased by extending the scheme to non season ticket holders16.
PT17
The existing integrated ticketing scheme should be extended to include non season
ticket holders to encourage integrated travel using public transport. Further
integrated tickets should be introduced as detailed in Volume 7 Section 5 (Public
Transport - Road).

16

This will be easier if smart cards are introduced in the long term. Short term the scheme could be administered through
giving a refund on bus travel when the rail ticket is purchased.
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6.6

Further integrated ticketing as discussed in Section 5 (buses) is also desirable but
again the implications of the Competition Act need to be considered.
Accessing Bus Stations

6.7

The Silver Rider service from Fairford Leys is the only service which advertises an
interchange opportunity with trains, with services timed so that they connect with rail
services. It is desirable to have further connections between bus and rail.

6.8

The principal bus route proposed as part of the Major Scheme Bid increases the
number of routes which will serve the rail station. This will increase the opportunities
for interchange between bus and rail and where possible services should be
timetabled to minimise the interchange time. In addition the timetables should
publicise interchange opportunities.

6.9

Bus and train operators will need to make each other aware of timetable changes if
connecting services are provided and advertised. It is advantageous to keep the
number of changes to a minimum, and ideally an agreement should be reached on
the number and timing of changes each year.

6.10

Adequate cycle parking and improved walking facilities should also be considered a
priority for Aylesbury station.
PT18
Increased bus and rail interchange opportunities resulting from the Major Scheme
Bid should be taken advantage of and be advertised. The number of timetable
changes should be kept to a minimum.

PT19
The local authority should encourage the provision of adequate cycle parking
facilities at stations and improved walking routes.

6.11

An alternative to connecting bus services would be the provision of demand
responsive transport as a means of discouraging people from driving to the railway
station and encouraging them to use public transport. This would complement the
proposal for demand responsive transport for rural services contained in Section 5.
The potential up-take of such a scheme would need to be determined, although there
are examples of it working very well in other areas.
East – West Rail Proposals

6.12

17

Aylesbury could potentially benefit from the strategic East-West Rail route which has
been identified as suitable for reopening as both a passenger and freight route. For
Buckinghamshire, a vital element of the scheme is the proposal to offer a passenger
service on the branch line from Claydon Junction17 southwards to Aylesbury. This
section is existing track which is used by freight and would need to be upgraded to
enable passenger services to be re-introduced from Aylesbury to Bedford.

Claydon Junction is on the passenger line between Bicester and Milton Keynes.
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6.13

Initial findings of a study promoted by a consortium of local authorities (including
Buckinghamshire County Council) showed that the project would satisfy the funding
criteria of the principal participants in the scheme and these findings have since been
verified by the SRA. A business case evaluation has been prepared, building on the
previous work
Berryfields Station

6.14

The re-opening of this line would provide an opportunity to introduce a new station at
the Berryfields MDA. This has the potential to reduce car-based travel from
Berryfields to Aylesbury town centre, and inter-urban travel to Bletchley and Bedford
(and locations such as Milton Keynes, Northampton and Birmingham through
interchange). The new station and link also offers the opportunity for a rail based
P&R scheme, as discussed in Section 6.
PT20
In line with the commitments made within the Local Transport Plan, the Council
should continue to promote rail infrastructure by:
•

maintaining its involvement in the development of the East-West Railway
scheme; and

•

lobbying Central Government (and others) for the necessary funding approvals
to allow schemes to be implemented in full.
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7.

Walking
INTRODUCTION

7.1

In October 2001, the County Council published its walking policy in a document
entitled ‘Encouraging Walking in Buckinghamshire’. A greater appreciation of local
issues can be obtained from work previously commissioned by Aylesbury Vale
District Council and Buckinghamshire County Council. The resultant reports are:
♦

‘A Quality Pedestrian Network for Aylesbury’ - October 1997

♦

‘Aylesbury Walking Audit Study’ - April 2000

7.2

The primary objective of the County Walking Strategy is “to provide safe and high
quality facilities for pedestrians” that serve both existing, journey specific and
recreational related pedestrian movements. The strategy also hopes to encourage
higher levels of walking. A detailed review of the walking policies and strategies
relevant to Aylesbury is given in Appendix F.

7.3

In the last decade, 18% of the residents of Aylesbury were walking to work, a figure
which exceeds current County targets. In 1991, walking was the second most
popular form of travel after the private car. However increased car dependency has
resulted in a declining trend in more recent years. To reverse this trend and achieve
a real increase in the level of walking both for work and non-work related journeys,
there must be: safe and coherent links between existing attractors and generators
throughout the town; full integration of future planning and transportation proposals in
order to identify all opportunities to both improve connectivity and reduce dispersal
between generators; and the incorporation of adequate pedestrian provision at trip
origins and destinations to enable promotion of walking as part of a linked trip where
longer journeys may require the use of public transport services.
Existing Conditions for Walking

7.4

Aylesbury is a compact and relatively flat town, which makes it well suited for
walking. Most shops and services are contained within the 2.5km 2 area bounded by
the Outer Relief Road. While the Inner Relief Road encircles the core of the town
centre, which is characterised as a ‘quiet route’ zone with some pedestrianisation
and restricted vehicular access.

7.5

The current population of Aylesbury is in the region of 70,000. The highest densities
are located within the residential areas beyond the relief roads. Many of these
residential areas are relatively self-contained with some local shops, services and
schools. They are linked by means of local distributor and residential spur roads to
the key radial routes which provide direct in and outbound connection with the town
centre.
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7.6

Further growth is anticipated beyond these existing residential areas (some 1,000
additional homes) with the two confirmed MDAs, Weedon Hill (to the north) and
Berryfields (to the north-west), which, when completed in 2011, will provide some
4,000 additional homes. This expansion will change the geography of Aylesbury,
principally by enlarging the urban area. Whilst walking is the second most
predominant form of transport after travel by car at present, the option to walk to the
town centre from these MDAs is likely to be unattractive to the majority of people due
to the distance involved. Cycling and public transport should therefore be promoted
as viable alternatives to the car, for journeys between the MDAs and the town centre.
Attractors and Generators

7.7

The existing key attractors and generators, identified throughout the town of
Aylesbury, are as follows:
•	
•	
•	

•	

•	

•	

Public Transport – Railway Station / Bus Interchange;
Parking Areas – 11 public car parks identified in the town centre;
Shopping Areas – Friars Square Shopping Centre, Hale Leys Shopping
Centre, Cambridge Street Retail Park, Elm Farm Road Shops, Jansell Square
Shops, Parton Road Shops, Dunsham Lane Shops, Vale Park Retail Park,
Bicester Road Retail Park, Meadowcroft Shops and Walton Court Shops;
Services and Local Community Facilities – County Hall, Library, Stoke
Mandeville Hospital, Police Station, HM Young Offenders Institution, Royal
Buckinghamshire Hospital, Manor House NHS Trust, St Marys Church and
Rabans Lane Industrial Estate ;
Entertainment, Leisure and Local Interest – Guttman Sports Centre, Alfred
Rose Park, Victoria Park, Vale Park, Aqua Vale Leisure Centre, The
Exchange Cinema Complex, County Museum, Grand Union Canal, the
Football Ground and Edinburgh Sports Ground;
Schools and Colleges – 29 establishments identified, including Aylesbury
College.

HIERARCHY OF WALKING ROUTES
7.8

A hierarchical network of primary and secondary pedestrian routes has been
determined through identification of the most direct links between the major attractors
and generators throughout the town and some understanding of the nature and
levels of pedestrian movement associated with these features.

7.9

In Aylesbury, the radial and relief roads which define the towns existing strategic road
network, together with the central ‘quiet route’ zone, serve to provide the most direct
routes for pedestrian movements and as such, represent the primary hierarchy of the
walking network, whilst the lower trafficked local roads predominantly serving the
residential areas constitute the secondary ‘feeder’ routes. The roads included within
each level of the hierarchy are listed in Appendix G.
PD1
The Council’s Walking Officer should represent the central driving force in the
direction, co-ordination and monitoring of progress towards the delivery of strategic
walking objectives and targets.
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Primary Walking Routes
Town Centre
7.10

The town centre area within the Inner Relief Road includes the provision of ‘quiet
routes’. The level of priority afforded to vulnerable road users within this zone
highlights the importance placed upon the provision and promotion of a high level of
pedestrian activity in the centre.
Inner Relief Road

7.11

The Inner Relief Road constitutes the A418 New Street (north to east), the A41
Exchange Street (east to south), the A41 Friarage Road (south to west) and the
A418 Oxford Road (west to north). These routes are characterised by high levels of
vehicular movement and pedestrian activity alike, with conflicting demands for priority
over limited road space.
Outer Relief Road

7.12

The Outer Relief Road is essentially an east-west link, to the north of the town
centre, between the A41 Tring Road and the A418 / A41 western junction of the Inner
Relief Road. In vehicular terms it is not considered a fully circuitous route as King
Edward Avenue and Wendover Way, the most direct continuation of the relief road,
are only local roads. In reality these are well-used routes, which provide an onward
connection to the Inner Relief Road. The Outer Relief Route is affected by the
conflicting demands of vulnerable road users and high vehicular use.
Radial Roads

7.13

There are seven radial routes connecting outlying areas, the Outer, and Inner Relief
Roads, to the town centre. In terms of local pedestrian movements, the radial routes
provide the most direct links between the outlying residential areas and the town
centre, either for onward journeys on foot or as part of linked travel with local bus
services operating along these routes.
Secondary Walking Routes
Local Distributor/Feeder Routes

7.14

Key local distributor roads provide the most direct route through residential areas and
into pockets of development. These routes also feed into the Primary Walking Route
Network. The routes are characterised by more varying, but generally lower levels of
both motorised and non-motorised activity than on the Inner and Outer Relief Road
and Radial Routes. This sets the scope for evaluation of a differing level and range of
pedestrian provision.
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Residential Routes
7.15

Unclassified roads which predominantly serve only local movements between
homes, schools and any other shops and services contained within the residential
areas and pockets of development are defined as Secondary Walking Routes.
These routes are characterised by significantly lower levels of vehicular and nonvehicular movement than on the Local Distributor and Feeder Routes.
ROUTE REVIEW

7.16

A detailed walking route review of Aylesbury town centre was undertaken. The
details of this review are included in Appendix G.

7.17

In brief, the review of walking facilities and conditions identified a number of issues
impacting upon pedestrian activity in and around Aylesbury town centre. The area
bounded by the Inner Relief Road represents the town centre. This area is
characterised by ‘quiet zones’ where there is limited vehicular access. In addition to
the shopping amenities, there is extensive office space, commercial property, the bus
station, market, civic centre and county hall, library, museum and entertainment
centres located within the town centre.

7.18

In accordance with the Council’s Walking Strategy, pedestrian movement is focused
in the vicinity of the Market Square. The Market Square thus provides a focal point
for pedestrian and visitor activity. The vicinity has recently been rejuvenated. Much
of this work enhances the aesthetic appeal of the town centre, an example of which,
is the commonality in colour of all the street furniture.
PD2
The Council should adopt a formal Pedestrian Audit Checklist to ensure the
systematic appraisal of pedestrian issues is incorporated within all stages of design
for all other transport and development schemes.

7.19

This represents a marked contrast with the inconsistent and low standard in the of
pedestrian provision in the immediate vicinity of the town centre.
PD3
The Council should adopt a formal Pedestrian Review Checklist to provide a
systematic approach to the review of all the principal routes serving pedestrian
movement. Such a systematic approach will ensure consistency in the standard and
level of pedestrian provision (including footway condition and width, crossing
facilities, lighting, signing and amenities) and will address identified maintenance
issues.

7.20

Figure 7.1 shows examples in Bicester Road and Buckingham Road where crossing
areas on side roads would be improved if a standard review checklist was adopted
by the Council.
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Figure 7.1 – Examples of Non-Prescribed Markings, Mis-Alignment of Tactile
Paving and Poor Maintenance of Side Road Crossings on Bicester Road and
Buckingham Road
Bicester Road

7.21

Buckingham Road

Another issue identified, is the limited on-street information for pedestrians that
indicates routes between the principle attractors within the town centre. There is a
plan at the bus station, but nothing similar in the Market Square.
PD4
The Council should seek to provide greater publicity of the evolving Walking Route
Network and promotion of initiatives and campaigns to encourage an increase in
walking trips

7.22

There are a few finger posts (see Figure 7.2), but these provide minimal advice, and
are (in the main) located in inconspicuous locations.
Figure 7.2 – Fingerpost Signing on the Southern and North-Eastern Entries to
Market Square
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PD5
A more coherent and conspicuous approach to on-street information and fingerpost
signing should be adopted. The new signing regime should include the use of street
plans and footway features at key locations where there are likely to be significant
levels of visitors to the area (such as the rail and bus stations and within Market
Square).

7.23

The Inner Relief Road is characterised by a two lane carriageway in both directions
around the whole town centre, and as such, is a significant barrier to pedestrian
movement. Figure 7.3 shows sections of the Inner Relief Road. All pedestrian
access to town centre amenities necessitates negotiation of this road. Eight of the
roundabouts on the Inner Relief Road provide connection with the radial routes and
as such represent key routes for pedestrian movement.
Figure 7.3 – Upper Hundreds Way & Oxford Road
Upper Hundreds Way

7.24

7.25

Oxford Road

The BCC public transport hub proposals (described in paragraphs 2.19 to 2.25)
include elements that will improve conditions for pedestrians. The preferred option
maintains most of the junctions on the Inner Relief Road in their current form. In
addition, several new pelican and toucan crossings are proposed. Most of the new
signalised crossings are proposed adjacent to junctions on the Inner Relief Road.
Three pelican crossings are also proposed on links. These are across:
♦

Exchange Street, linking the two sides of the Waterside Development (see
Section 2);

♦

New Street; and

♦

Oxford Road.

Should the Major Scheme Bid be successful, signalised crossing points will be
provided every 200m or less on the Inner Relief Road, with the majority separated by
100m or less. This will improve pedestrian access to the town centre.
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PD6
Regardless of the outcome of the Major Scheme Bid, the Council should seek to
provide crossing facilities at regular intervals along the Inner Relief Road. The
Council should also aim to increase the number of crossing facilities on radial routes
and across the Outer Relief Road.

PD7
The Council should adopt as its minimum provision: dropped kerb and tactile paving
across all side roads along the length of the Inner and Outer Ring Roads and the
Radial Routes

7.26

Of significance is the lack of at-grade crossing facilities in the vicinity of and linking
the railway station and the town centre/bus station. Pedestrian subways are
provided and these appear to be maintained to a high standard. There are however
members of the public who do not feel comfortable using subways for reasons of
personal safety. The link to the railway station could be much improved with the
provision of at-grade crossing facilities. There are both bus and rail service
timetables on display outside the railway station, but no town plan or information
allowing a visitor to become orientated within Aylesbury.

7.27

The Major Scheme Bid also contains proposals to improve the link from the railway
station to the bus station and town centre. These proposals are described in detail in
Paragraph 2.24. The proposals, if implemented, would significantly improve the link
from the railway station to the town centre and should help to encourage greater use
of public transport.
PD8
The Council should continue to pursue its proposals for improved pedestrian links
between the bus and railway stations. The proposals should be developed further to
include the provision of clear and consistent pedestrian directional signs and street
plans.

7.28

In the residential areas pedestrian facilities are also in a varied state of condition (see
Figure 7.4). Poor maintenance of these measures can have both a detrimental effect
on pedestrian safety and the perception of the attractiveness of the walking
environment.
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Figure 7.4 – Examples of Inconsistency in Tactile Paving Provision and Worn
Footway in Vicinity of Crossing Points

7.29

The combination of the results of the Audit and Review processes, together with
close consultation with other local government departments and relevant pedestrian
interest groups and forums, are intended to provide the key to establishing a clear
understanding of the nature of routes, the level of use and identify walking specific
road safety or personal security concerns.
PD9
The Council should develop a hierarchy of routes to represent a walking network
providing convenient, comfortable and direct links between key origins and
destinations, incorporating access to major generators, car parks and transport
interchanges and connections within and between pockets of development, serving
both ‘transport’ and ‘leisure’ routes.

7.30

Pedestrian access to the town centre from the residential area of Southcourt is
currently poor. This is mainly due to the severance effect of the railway. A
pedestrian footbridge currently crosses the railway in the vicinity of the railway
station. The Council is developing proposals for a new footbridge linking Southcourt
with Great Western Street. The bridge will cater for both pedestrians and cyclists.
PD10
To further promote walking and cycling to the south of the town centre the Council
should continue to pursue its proposal for an improved pedestrian/cycle link via a
new bridge from the Southcourt Estate.
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CONSULTATION
7.31

The highest scoring walking issue raised during consultation was the poor provision
of crossing facilities on the Inner Relief Road (accounting for 19% of responses to the
follow-up questionnaire). It is considered that the lack of crossing facilities present a
barrier to those wishing to access the town centre by foot or on pedal cycle.

7.32

The next three highest scoring issues related to potential conflict with other road
users (cyclists, motor vehicles and buses). The perceived barriers to walking within
Aylesbury included: the existing shared facilities for pedestrians and cyclists, which
are considered inappropriate for either pedestrians or cyclists; the assertion that
there is too much through traffic in Aylesbury implying that high traffic levels deter
pedestrians (each receiving some 15% of the available scoring points); and bus
services within the pedestrianised area of the town centre, which are considered
dangerous (13.1% of the available responses highlighted this opinion).

7.33

The only other significant issue, which receivied more than 10% of the available
points, related to the standard and condition of the footways, particularly in relation to
reducing access to the town centre by those with mobility impairments, wheelchairs,
or young children.

7.34

A list of the comments received during the workshop and a full analysis of the followup questionnaires is included as Appendix B.
SUMMARY

7.35

The following outlines the basis that it will be possible to most effectively prioritise the
delivery of pedestrian improvements and in turn identify where there is scope for
measures to be provided through other emerging transport and land use proposals,
accident remedial schemes or Safer Routes to Schools initiatives.

7.36

Initial focus for Pedestrian Review should be on the assessment of key central
routes, with the highest existing levels of pedestrian activity, contained within the
area bounded by, and including the Inner Relief Road as listed in Appendix G.
Negotiation of the Inner Relief Road has been identified both through on-site
observation and local consultation as a significant barrier to safe pedestrian access
to and from the town centre. Aylesbury Public Transport Interchange proposals may
go some way to address these concerns, as the three options currently under
consideration by the District and County Councils incorporate varying levels of
improvement to existing pedestrian crossing provision at the main junctions along
this route.

7.37

The area bounded by and including the Outer Ring Road should represent the
second stage of Pedestrian Review. This should focus on incorporating the provision
of appropriate gateway features to effect an associated reduction in vehicle speed on
all approaches to the Outer Ring Road, and the facilitation of greater priority for
pedestrians within this secondary central zone.
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7.38

The key priorities identified in order to provide an enhanced pedestrian environment
and set the scope for an increase in walking for journey specific and recreational
purposes include:
•	

the identification of a Walking Officer who is able to direct, coordinate and
monitor the progress of the delivery of the strategic objectives and targets;

•	

development of a hierarchy of routes to represent a walking network providing
convenient, comfortable and direct links between key origins and
destinations, incorporating access to major generators, car parks and
transport interchanges and connections within and between pockets of
development, serving both ‘transport’ and ‘leisure’ routes (as listed in
Appendix G);

•	

explore the scope for opportunities to make better use of traffic free routes
such as alongside the Grand Union Canal;

•	

establish the Outer Ring Road as the ‘gateway’ to a wider zone of pedestrian
priority and enhancement;

•	

adopt a formal Pedestrian Review Checklist to provide a systematic approach
to the undertaking of an ongoing rolling programme of review of all the
principal routes serving pedestrian movement between the key locations
throughout the town, in order to ensure consistency in the standard and level
of pedestrian provision (including footway condition and width, crossing
facilities, lighting, signing and amenities) and address all identified
maintenance issues. The review process should commence with all routes
within, and including, the bounds of the Inner Relief Road and then widening
to encompass review of the routes within, and including, the bounds of Outer
Relief Route. With the review of the secondary routes representing the third
stage of review. Route review is seen as an ongoing process with those
pedestrian routes within the Outer Relief Road revisited on a six monthly
basis and the secondary routes on an annual basis;

•	

adopt a formal Pedestrian Audit Checklist to ensure the systematic appraisal
of pedestrian issues is incorporated within all stages of design for all other
transport and development schemes;

•	

Provide of crossing facilities at no more than 100m intervals throughout the
Inner and Outer Ring Roads and along the Radial Routes;

•	

Develop a minimum level of dropped kerb and tactile paving to be provided
across all side roads along the length of the Inner and Outer Ring Roads and
the Radial Routes;

•	

enhance pedestrian access and priority within the vicinity of the bus and rail
stations;

•	

Provide a more coherent and conspicuous approach to on-street information
and fingerpost signing, including the use of street plans and footway features
at key locations where there are likely to be significant levels of visitors to the
area (such as the rail and bus stations and within Market Square);

•	

greater publicity of the evolving Walking Route Network and promotion of
initiatives and campaigns to encourage an increase in walking trips.
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8.

Cycling
INTRODUCTION

8.1

This Section assesses the need for new cycle facilities and considers how strategies
for cycling should relate to strategies for other forms of transport such as public
transport, walking and cars. Aspects of cycling that are considered include:
♦

The existing levels of Cycling in Aylesbury

♦

Buckinghamshire County Council’s Cycling Policy: “Encouraging Cycling In
Buckinghamshire” which was published in 2002

♦

♦

Existing and Proposed Cycle Facilities on Radial Routes in Aylesbury
− Makes reference to the ‘Aylesbury Cycling Review’ carried out in 2002
Cycle Parking in Aylesbury Town Centre
− Makes reference to the ‘Aylesbury Cycle Map’ which was published in 2003
Cycle Information

♦

Cycling Demand in the MDAs

♦

8.2

A considerable amount of work investigating the provision for cycling in Aylesbury
has recently been carried out. Previous studies are referenced within this report.
Existing Levels of Cycling in Aylesbury

8.3

Journey to work data was obtained from the 2001 Census website to gain an
indication of the levels of cycling in the Aylesbury area. The results are shown in
Figure 8.1.

8.4

The graph shows that levels of cycle commuting range between 2% and just over
3.5% with the exception of one ward, Southcourt, where over 4.5% of residents
commute by bike. The average figure for the whole of Aylesbury is likely to be close
to the English average of 2.8%. However, as a relatively flat town with a compact
urban area, there is potential for a considerable increase in this figure, given the right
policies.

8.5

Cycle-flow data, provided by Buckinghamshire County Council, confirmed the low
levels of cycling. Peak cycle flows on radial routes were no higher than 20 bicycles
per hour. Towns of a similar size to Aylesbury, with high levels of cycling, typically
have hourly flows of over 100 cyclists on radial routes during the peak period.
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Figure 8.1 – Showing 2001 Levels of Cycle Commuting In Aylesbury
(Source: 2001 UK Census)

ward

“ENCOURAGING CYCLING IN BUCKINGHAMSHIRE”
8.6

The BCC Cycling Policy “Encouraging Cycling in Buckinghamshire”, was published in
May 2002. The overall cycling policy objective of the County Council is to provide
safe and high-quality facilities that will encourage cycling and reduce dependence
upon the car.

8.7

National cycle targets have been until very recently to treble levels of cycling
between 2000 and 2010. BCC aims to double the proportion of residents cycling to
their workplace or railway stations by 2010. The local target has been set to reflect
the limited success to date in increasing levels of cycling.

8.8

Low levels of cycling in Buckinghamshire are thought to be caused by a lack of
funding for cycling improvements, high car ownership and the rural nature of the
county. BCC considers Aylesbury to be the area within the county with greatest
potential to increase the number of cycle journeys. It has a flat topography and is
compact, being approximately two to three miles from the edge of town to the centre.
There is scope to encourage the use of the bicycle for short journeys of up to three
miles. It is journeys of this length, where a car may not be necessary, and a healthier
and greener transport option should be encouraged. The large potential for cycling in
Aylesbury has encouraged the Council to bias its BCCLTP funding towards
improvements in this district.
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8.9

The key elements of the cycling strategy are summarised below:
♦

The type of facilities proposed by the Council will, where possible, support the
hierarchy as set out in Cycle-friendly Infrastructure. Off-road provision when
determining cycle facilities, such as shared use, is therefore, considered as the
least desirable option. This acknowledged, however, that this may be the most
appropriate solution in some circumstances.

♦

Un-segregated shared-use paths may be necessary wherever footway widths
are too narrow or pedestrian / cyclist flows would not justify the higher cost of
segregation, e.g. inter-urban routes. Shared-use facilities will also be given
careful consideration when developer funding is available or major highway
maintenance schemes provide opportunities to add to the cycle network. Such
schemes can enable shared-use facilities to be built more cost effectively.

♦

The County Council will provide cycle routes by (among other ways): seeking
solutions to permit cycling in pedestrianised areas, while still acknowledging the
needs of pedestrians (these areas have tended to exclude cycling, forcing
cyclists onto busy unsafe roads), and securing developer funding to implement
sections of cycle network, particularly in towns such as Aylesbury.

♦

The County Council recognises the need to provide safe, convenient and
adequate parking for cycles and has a programme of providing Sheffield bars at
all its premises open to the public, i.e. offices, libraries etc.

♦

The County Council will also work with others to encourage the provision of
secure cycle parking in town centres and other places, and will encourage
Network Rail and Train Operating Companies to provide such facilities at railway
stations. Co-operation will be sought with the District Councils which are
responsible for off-road parking, in order to gain cycle parking spaces in suitable
car-parking areas.

♦

The County Council will also encourage employers at workplaces and schools to
provide secure cycle storage and changing facilities.

EXISTING AND PROPOSED PROVISION FOR CYCLING IN AYLESBURY
Cycle Facilities on Radial Routes
8.10

The Aylesbury Cycling Review was carried out in 2002. The review focused upon
traffic conditions and provision of infrastructure in Aylesbury. It also assessed
proposals for new cycle facilities across the town. A key part of this study is the
access to the town centre provided by the radial routes.
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8.11

The main journey purpose for cycle trips is the journey to work. Employment is
usually concentrated in town centres. It is known that cycle facilities for utility journey
purposes must be as direct as possible otherwise cycle routes will be avoided in
favour of the most direct route, regardless of the traffic speeds and flows on the
direct route. The Cycling Review findings and recommendations have therefore
been assessed for each of the seven key radial corridors that serve Aylesbury town
centre:
(i)

A41 Tring Road (from London)

(ii) A413 Wendover Road
(iii) B4443 Mandeville Road
(iv) A418 Oxford Road (from Stone)
(v) A41 Bicester Road
(vi) A413 Buckingham Road
(vii) A418 Aylesbury Road (from Leighton Buzzard and Bierton)
Prioritisation of Radial Routes
8.12

There are several techniques available for the prioritisation of new cycle facilities.
These include:
♦

A priority assessment. This technique looks at each proposed cycle route and
assesses it according to a large number of criteria including journey purpose,
attractiveness, and safety. Routes are awarded a score for each criteria and
then the scores are added together to provide an overall priority score. This
enables different routes to be prioritised against each other.

♦

Accident analysis. Cyclist injury-accident data can be used to identify parts of
the network where cyclists appear to be particularly vulnerable. These locations
tend to be at junctions, particularly large non-signalised roundabouts.

♦

Cyclist surveys. Cyclists can be stopped and provided with a questionnaire and a
map on which to mark their routes and any ‘hotspots’ (where they feel
particularly at risk). This is a useful technique as it takes perceived danger into
account. Some junctions and links may not have an apparent accident problem
but could still be perceived as dangerous by cyclists.

♦

Opportunity and deliverability. This technique has been used a lot in the past and
involves the provision of cycle infrastructure where it is easy to build. However,
there is often no link to demand or desire lines, resulting in facilities being
provided and then subsequently little used.

♦

Desktop study. An initial prioritisation can be carried out as a desktop study.
This exercise has been completed for the Aylesbury radial corridors and the
results are shown below. This has been based on the availability of existing
cycle facilities, the availability of back-street alternatives and the amount of builtup area served by each radial route. A corridor with a large catchment area, no
current facility and no backstreet alternative is therefore given the highest priority
(and vice versa).
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Table 8.1 – Desk-Top Prioritisation of Radial Corridors for Cycle Improvements
Corridor Name

Suggested
Priority

Comment

A41
Tring Road

Medium

There are no cycle facilities along this corridor
although there is a parallel, but less direct, back
street alternative for most of the route. This is one
of the longest corridors in Aylesbury and therefore
has with a relatively large catchment area.

A413
Wendover Road

Medium

Only the outer sections of this route currently have
a cycle facility. Although there is a quieter,
parallel route it would involve a considerable
detour from the main road.

B4443
Mandeville Road

Low

This corridor is not as long as the previous two,
and already has some cycle provision making it a
lower priority for investment.

A418
Oxford Road

Low

Oxford Road is relatively short and currently has
the best cycle facilities of all the Aylesbury
corridors making it a low priority for new facilities.

Medium - high

Cycle facilities currently exist towards the outer
section of this facility. The length of this corridor
and the need to provide a continuation of this
cycle route into the town centre makes it a
relatively high priority for new investment.

High

There are currently no cycle facilities on this
corridor and there is no alternative parallel route
on the back-streets. This would also be the main
route to the town centre from the Weedon Hill
MDA making it a high priority for improved cyclefriendly infrastructure.

Medium - high

Aylesbury Road currently has some cycle
provision (on and off-road) but the section closest
to the town centre has no facility and there is no
convenient alternative parallel route. This corridor
also serves the nearby settlement of Bierton
giving it a relatively high priority for new
infrastructure.

A41
Bicester Road

A413
Buckingham Road

A418
Aylesbury Road

8.13

An assessment of the Aylesbury Cycling Review is included in Appendix H. A more
general description of the issues identified is given below.

8.14

When planning new cycle routes and infrastructure, the priority should be to provide
direct routes on the key radial corridors into the town centre. Travel by bicycle is
greatly influenced by distance. Where cycle routes are not direct and add to the
distance / time travelled, whether this is a perceived or real increase, cyclists may
ignore the safe routes in favour of the most direct routes, regardless of conditions for
cycling.
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8.15

County Council policy incorporates Government recommendations that the provision
of on-road facilities should receive greater priority than off-road facilities where traffic
conditions (volume and speed) and carriageway widths permit. There are however
several examples in Aylesbury where existing provision and / or proposals are
inconsistent with this policy (see Appendix H).

8.16

It is acknowledged that the needs of cyclists vary depending upon the trip purpose.
Cyclists, who may also be more vulnerable road users, such as the young or elderly,
often appreciate off-road facilities giving them a good separation from motorised
traffic and subsequently an additional feeling of safety. In contrast those who cycle
to work generally require on-road facilities and priority at junctions on the most direct
route to their place of work. The edge-of-town location of the MDAs means that
walking to the town centre from these developments is not likely to be attractive to
many. Cycling is therefore the next most practicable form of non-motorised transport
for these journeys.
C1
Provision for cyclists along the key radial corridors should be focused on journeys to
work. Recreational, young and elderly cyclists are less likely to travel during the
peak hours and will be more amenable to the less direct and off-road cycle facilities

8.17

National guidance states that cycle lanes (on carriageway) should be a minimum of
1.5m wide and 2m wherever possible. Lower widths of 1.2m appear to have been
adopted or recommended in Aylesbury.

8.18

Coloured cycle-lanes are much more effective (than non-coloured lanes) at reducing
motor-vehicle encroachment especially where remaining carriageway widths are sub
standard. Cycle lanes benefit pedestrians by keeping motor vehicles further from the
edge of the footway and discouraging cyclists from cycling on the footway.

8.19

Cycle paths (cycle tracks away from roads i.e. through parks along towpaths etc) can
also be appreciated by cyclists. However, their use, will be restricted to recreational
cyclists unless they involve less than a 10% detour from the shortest route.
Providing for journey purposes such as school trips will require more specific
localised planning with a greater reliance on off-carriageway facilities or traffic
calming.

8.20

On-carriageway facilities such as cycle lanes and advanced stop-lines can be
provided alongside shared use footways and toucan crossings. This approach is
gaining wider acceptance in the United Kingdom and is currently being applied in
cities such as Oxford, Manchester and London.
C2
Where resources and space permit, a dual approach should be taken to the provision
of cycle facilities. Providing off-road facilities for recreational and vulnerable cyclists
and providing on-road facilities for commuter cyclists.
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8.21

Aylesbury has a large number of non-signalised roundabouts, generally considered
the worst junction-type for cyclists. There are already a number of proposals (some
contained within the 2002 cycle review) to convert roundabouts to signalised
junctions and / or to provide cycle crossing facilities adjacent to roundabouts (i.e.
Toucan crossings). Recreational and vulnerable cyclists will benefit where new
toucan crossings are provided, as well as those utility/commuter cyclists who do not
feel safe travelling through signalised junctions.
C3
Low cost engineering solutions should be considered for existing roundabouts. All
new junctions or junction alterations should be subject to a general cycle audit to
ensure that every opportunity is taken to minimise perceived and actual safety
problems, and maximise amenity for cycle traffic. NB this should be a general cycle
audit (as recommended in Government guidance) rather than a specific cycle safety
audit which would only look at one aspect (safety) of the junction’s impact on
cycling.

8.22

Consideration should also be given to the passage of cyclists past priority junctions.
Figure 8.2 shows the off-road, shared-use cycle facility on Aylesbury Road. Although
off-carriageway may be perceived as a safer facility, cyclists have no priority at
junctions with side roads. It is here where they face increased delay and accident
risk compared with a parallel on-carriageway cycle lane.
Figure 8.2 – Shared-Use Crossing of Side Road
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Cycling in Aylesbury Town Centre
8.23

The Inner Relief Road currently deters people from cycling to the town centre.
Proposals for the public transport hub retain the existing roundabouts on the relief
road, but provide more signalised crossings on certain links (as detailed in Section 7
of this report). Whilst the new crossings on the links may be appropriate for including
cyclists (toucan crossings) the retention of the roundabouts maintains barriers at
junctions for cyclists. The County Council should consider low cost engineering
solutions, such as coloured surfacing and road markings to make motorists more
aware of the presence of cyclists at these roundabouts, as set out in policy C3
above.

8.24

The town centre is made more inaccessible to cyclists by the one-way systems and
pedestrianised areas. This is because cycle prohibitions in pedestrianised areas and
one-way systems can result in significant detours to cyclists. As previously
mentioned cycle journeys are sensitive to detours.
C4
In order to improve conditions for cyclists the Council should consider providing
contra-flow cycle facilities in one-way streets and permitting cycling on dedicated
tracks in pedestrianised areas.

Trip-end Facilities in Aylesbury Town Centre
8.25

Most of the cycle parking in the town centre is in the form of Sheffield stands in and
around the main shopping areas. Sheffield stands are sufficient for short-stay cycle
parking requirements such as shopping trips. However, commuter cyclists require a
considerably greater level of theft / weather protection such as would be provided by
cycle lockers; weather-protected cycle stands overlooked by CCTV or stands located
in a supervised car park. There are some cycle lockers in the Upper Hundreds and
Civic Centre car parks. However, when surveyed on the 25 February 2004 these
were observed to be under-utilised.
C5
The Council should seek to provide better publicity in order to encourage more
demand for the existing long-stay commuter cycle parking facilities that are provided
and to encourage more people to use bicycles as a way to travel in to work.

8.26

A survey of cycle parking at Aylesbury train station was carried out on 7 April 2004.
28 bikes were parked at the 48 cycle stands (maximum capacity 96 bikes). The
weather on the day of the survey was cool (12 o C) and showery. Figure 8.3 shows
bicycles parked at the station on the day of the survey. Although perhaps influenced
by weather conditions on the day of the survey, the under-utilisation of cycle parking
stands in Aylesbury station indicates that cycling to the station could be better
promoted.
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Figure 8.3 – Cycle Parking At Aylesbury Station

8.27

There are several large employers not all in town centre locations. Where employers
do not provide for their cycle commuters internally, the Council should consider
providing long-stay cycle-parking facilities.
C6
The Council should assess the provision of long stay cycle parking at major
employment sites (not only in the town centre). The Council should consider
entering into negotiations to encourage employers to provide appropriate long stay
parking facilities. Alternatively the Council could provide such facilities.

Promoting Cycling
8.28

The Aylesbury Cycle Map was published in 2003. Cycle maps can be a very
effective means of achieving an increase in the number of people who cycle.
However, they vary considerably in their quality and usefulness. A review of the
Aylesbury map has, therefore, been carried out to identify potential improvements.

8.29

The aspects of the map that were considered effective are listed below:
♦

the map is clearly laid out with good use of colour and an avoidance of clutter.

♦

the map shows traffic-calmed areas, as well as dedicated cycling facilities;

♦

a good range of trip attractors are shown (e.g. shopping centres, hospitals, and
supermarkets); and

♦

the ‘fictional town’ shown on the reverse of the map is easy to read and shows
clearly the different types of facility.
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C7
In order to encourage more people to cycle to Aylesbury town centre the council may
wish to consider adding the following elements to the cycle map:
(i)

A scale and indication of journey lengths. The bicycle is the most distancesensitive of all vehicular modes. The cycle map should therefore provide a clear
indication of journey lengths.

(ii)

Isochrones as an effective means of communicating journey times to the town
centre from the outlying areas;

(iii) One-way streets should be marked on the cycle map as cyclists are adversely
affected by these (due to the extra distance they have to travel and the likelihood
of high motor vehicle flows and speeds). ;
(iv) Cycle parking. There is a particular need to show the location of long-stay cycle
parking where commuters can safely leave their bikes. Such facilities will
involve a greater level of weather and theft protection than a cycle stand located
in a shopping street;
(v)

Bus lanes shown on the cycle map as these are very popular with cyclists;

(vi) Proposed routes only shown using dotted lines to increase the clarity of the
map;
(vii) A clear distinction made between different types of cycle route, in particular on
and off-road facilities. Different types of facility provide cyclists with a different
level of service and some cyclist types (e.g. child cyclists and recreational
cyclists) may only wish to travel on segregated routes.

8.30

Where a consistent provision of cycle facilities is completed along an entire route
there is an opportunity to publicise cycling. Cyclist facilities along the A413 Oxford
Road are already to a very high standard and there exists the opportunity to promote
cycling and make better use of the cycle parking facilities provided at Aylesbury
Railway Station.
C8
Promote the high quality cycle facilities (both on and off-road) along the A418 Oxford
Road which are already provided all the way to the station as this presents a potential
“easy win”. As other cycle routes are completed new promotional campaigns should
be launched.

8.31

An approach that has proved successful in other parts of the country, including
Leicester and Taunton, is the provision of a ‘cycle centre’. Cycle centres are places
which provide supervised commuter and shopper cycle parking as well as cycle
repair facilities, changing rooms and showers. They act as a focal point for
promoting cycling in areas where levels of cycling are currently low.
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C9
The Council could consider opening a ‘cycle centre’ which would provide trip end
facilities for cyclists and act as a focus point for promoting cycling.

8.32

Subsequent to this recommendation, Atkins was asked to provide additional
information on the need for a cycle centre. This is provided in the following
paragraphs.
The Need for a Cycle Centre

8.33

Cycle Centres are an excellent solution to a shortage of commuter cycle parking. A
number have been provided around the country although relatively few have survived
in the long term due to a number of reasons. However, the Cycle Centre in Leicester
is still in operation. Cycle Centres typically provide a wide range of features such as
lockers, showers, changing facilities, cycle hire, cycle retail and repair. However, the
main requirement (especially in a town as compact as Aylesbury) would be for
secure and weather-protected cycle parking. Sheffield stands outside shops are fine
for short-stay shopping trips, but most people would not feel comfortable leaving a
bike there for the whole of the working day. Other than a Cycle Centre, commuterfriendly cycle parking could be provided by individual lockers, a lockable cage,
Sheffield stands overlooked by CCTV, or stands in a supervised car park. These
types of parking offer different levels of security but all are better than stands outside
shops.

8.34

Research has shown that people generally are happy to walk no further than
approximately 5 minutes from the Cycle Centre to their place of work. If the
proposed hub/bus station is within a five minute walk of most of the large town-centre
employers/shops, then this will be a suitable location for a Cycle Centre (or any other
form of commuter cycle parking).

8.35

Whether Aylesbury really needs a Cycle Centre (or other commuter cycle-parking)
depends largely on existing provision. It is likely that many employers provide too
little or no commuter-cycle parking at all. This could be determined by carrying out a
survey of large employers in Aylesbury to find out exactly how much cycle parking is
currently available. A survey of employees or local residents could also be carried
out to determine whether there is a lack of long-stay cycle parking and, if so, the
extent to which it prevents them from cycling to work or to the town centre in general.
The Need for a Marketing Strategy

8.36

A specific marketing strategy (rather than general publicity) for cycling would be a
very useful measure to coincide with any infrastructural measures aimed at improving
general conditions and access for cyclists on the town’s road network. As a relatively
(but not completely) flat and compact settlement, a strategy must communicate how
quickly and easily the town centre can be accessed by bike from any part of the builtup area. Publicising journey times, rather than distances, is generally a more
effective tool for communicating to potential cyclists the speed and ease with which
they can access the town centre by bicycle.
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CYCLE DEMAND IN THE MAJOR DEVELOPMENT AREAS
8.37

Figure 8.4 is a plan showing the topography of the study area and distances from
Aylesbury town centre. Cycling is particularly sensitive to topography. The demand
for cycle trips is known to decrease considerably where the difference in height is
greater than 30m-50m. Similarly, the bicycle is a highly distance-sensitive mode of
transport. The average cycle trip distance is under 4kms and the demand for cycling
tails off rapidly for trip distances exceeding 5km.
Figure 8.4 – Showing Contour Lines in the Area Surrounding Aylesbury and
Radial Distance from the Town Centre18

8.38

It can be seen from Figure 8.4 that the proposed MDAs are approximately 3km from
the town centre. It also shows that the height difference from the town centre to the
MDAs is less than 20m. It can be assumed, therefore, that the proposed MDAs are
located sufficiently close to the town centre, and at a minimal difference in level for
cycling, to be an extremely viable form of transport between the MDAs and the town
centre. This contrasts with walking from the MDAs which unlikely to be attractive to
most people because of the distance involved.

18

This map is reproduced from Ordnance Survey material by WS Atkins Consultants Ltd, with the permission of the controller
of Her Majesty's Stationery Office, © Crown Copyright. Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead to
prosecution or civil proceedings. Licence Number: GC 272663.
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CONSULTATION
8.39

Five of the cycling related issues scored more than 10% of the maximum available
points and accounted for 75% of the available points between them.

8.40

The highest scoring issue (in common with pedestrians) suggests that there is an
over-reliance on shared footway facilities for pedestrians and cyclists, with 21.2% of
the available points. Again in common with walking (16.5% of responses) the volume
of traffic in Aylesbury is perceived to make cycling dangerous.

8.41

The third highest scoring problem was that the existing cycle routes between the
town centre and surrounding residential areas are fragmented. The two remaining
issues scoring more than 10% of available points relate to the lack of trip end cycling
facilities available at the workplace, and the speed of traffic in Aylesbury making
cycling unsafe.

8.42

A list of the comments received during the workshop and a full analysis of the followup questionnaires is included as Appendix B.
SUMMARY

8.43

BCC has relatively high expectations for cycling in Aylesbury. It has been identified
as the town that is likely to have the greatest potential for increasing its level of
cycling in the whole county. Although there is already a number of cycle facilities in
the town, the provision is patchy and there remain major obstacles in place such as
the Inner Ring Road which is likely to deter many residents from cycling to the town
centre.

8.44

The assessment of BCC’s Cycling Strategy and the 2002 Cycling Review has
identified key areas in which clearer policy or more stringent application of policy may
help to encourage a greater take-up of cycling in Aylesbury.
The main
recommendations for that would encourage cycling are:

8.45

♦

the provision of more direct routes on the radial corridors (which involve minimal
delay and detour);

♦

less reliance on unpopular shared-use facilities (although for some journey
purposes, off-carriageway or segregated facilities are still needed); and

♦

much wider provision (and promotion) of commuter-friendly cycle parking.

A list of recommendations has also been made for the Aylesbury cycle map, and
innovative solutions such as a ‘cycle centre’ and targeted marketing initiatives should
also be considered. Aylesbury does have the potential to achieve higher levels of
cycling. Although the cycle facilities discussed in this section could, by themselves,
enable a small increase in cycle use, it is only the ‘demand management’ restrictions
on the motorised modes that are likely to bring about sufficiently large increases to
achieve the BCC cycle targets.
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9.

Parking
INTRODUCTION

9.1

9.2

This section of the report describes parking in Aylesbury. The existing situation is
defined with reference to the following issues, namely:
♦

where the parking is taking place (locality, on-street, off-street);

♦

the type of parking taking place (residential, commercial, off-street, private non
residential);

♦

geographical areas with parking pressure;

♦

sectors (private no-residential, residential, commercial) with parking pressure;

On and off-street parking are interrelated and changes to either will impact upon the
other.
Categories of Car Parking Supply

9.3

For the purpose of this study, parking supply has been separated into three
categories. A full definition of each category is given in Appendix I. Brief details are
given below:
♦

♦

♦

on-street parking spaces;
− Parking on the public highway, usually at the roadside, is defined as public
on-street parking.
publicly available off-street parking spaces;
− Public off-street parking is the definition used for off-street car parks that are
available to all motorists. Parking charges and time limits may be applied.
private non-residential (private non-residential) parking spaces.
− In this study private non-residential parking is described as off-street parking
which is provided to meet the needs of any non-residential development and
which is privately controlled and not available for public use openly

ON-STREET PARKING
9.4

On-street parking accounts for a significant proportion of the parking supply within a
town. Usually the kerbside is the only area available for residents to park.

9.5

On-street parking is also important for businesses so that their customers are able to
load purchased goods into their cars. Uncontrolled or poorly enforced parking in
commercial areas can mean that a parking space is occupied all day by the same
vehicle, thereby reducing the opportunity for other customers to park near to shops.

9.6

Snapshot surveys were undertaken on Wednesday 25 February 2004. The surveys
recorded the number of vehicles parked in each street once in the morning and once
in the afternoon. Illegal parking activity was also noted. A full description of
conditions recorded during the survey is given in Appendix I and a summary is given
in the following paragraphs.
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Town Centre - Old Town
9.7

The area to the west of Buckingham Street and to the east of the Inner Relief Road is
known locally as the ‘old town’. The roads in this part of the town centre are
generally narrow and many of them incorporate sharp bends.

9.8

The majority of town centre residential properties are located in the ‘old town’. There
are also small businesses such as specialist shops and restaurants. Aylesbury
Museum is located in the ‘old town’. Parking in this area is in the form of resident
parking bays and limited waiting bays. A large disabled parking bay is also provided.

9.9

The following observations were made on Wednesday 25 February 2004:
♦

a significant number of parking spaces were unoccupied in both the morning and
afternoon;

♦

almost a third of the residential parking spaces were empty throughout the day;

♦

the resident parking bays in Nelson Terrace and in the ‘old town’ square were full
each time they were surveyed;

♦

the disabled parking bay on Rickfords Hill was consistently full with two to three
blue badges holders parked on yellow lines adjacent to the bay; and

♦

resident bays were significantly more congested in the evenings, after 18:00
hours.

Town Centre - Shopping / Commercial Area
9.10

The remaining area within the relief road is predominantly used for shopping or for
employment. A number of offices are located at the northern end of Buckingham
Street. The Civic Centre and County Council offices are located in the south-eastern
sector of the town centre. Well known high street shops, small business and large
shopping centres are built in the remaining area, some of which is pedestrianised. In
general the buildings, road layout and road width are more modern than the ‘old
town’ making conditions more conducive for motorised travel.

9.11

The following observations were made:

9.12

♦

The numbers of parked vehicles and the turnover of parked cars was greater
than in the ‘Old Town’;

♦

few empty parking spaces were recorded in either the morning or afternoon
surveys;

♦

there were a large numbers of blue badge holders parked legally on yellow lines;

♦

blue badge holders were also observed parking illegally at locations where
loading restrictions were in force; and

♦

not all town centre disabled bays were oversubscribed; and

The southern end of Buckingham Street (south of Cambridge Place) is fronted by
high street shops. Free, one hour limited waiting bays are provided along the full
length of the road. The following observations were made on this street:
♦

during the morning survey only four empty spaces were observed;

♦

in the afternoon every space was occupied; and
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♦

there were as many as five blue badge holders parked on yellow lines at any one
time.

9.13

Cambridge Street intersects with the southern end of Buckingham Street. In both
streets there appeared to be a general disregard for waiting and loading restrictions.

9.14

Aylesbury library and the County Council offices are located on Walton Street which
is to the south of the town centre. The following were observed on this street:
♦

free, one hour limited waiting parking bays were fully occupied in both the
morning and afternoon surveys;

♦

disabled parking bays were full when surveyed in the afternoon however only
one of the three cars parked displayed a blue badge; and

♦

two cars, neither displaying blue badges, were observed parked on double
yellow lines.

Urban Area Surrounding the Town Centre
9.15

Snapshot surveys of the streets surrounding the town centre were undertaken on
Tuesday 24 February 2004 after 23:00 and on Wednesday 25 February 2004
between 10:00 and 16:00. The surveys undertaken for this study recorded the
number of vehicles parked in each street between the Inner Relief Road and the
Outer Relief Road (A4156). Illegal parking activity was not recorded. Figure 9.1
shows the areas that were included within the 2004 survey and how the survey data
is broken down into manageable zones. The data collected was then compared
against data collected prior to the introduction of parking controls.
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Table 9.1 – Showing Night Time and Day Time Occupancy in Areas
Surrounding Aylesbury Town Centre In Both 2002 and 2004

AREA

Day time
Occupancy

Night time
Occupancy

Day time
Occupancy

Night time
Occupancy

Day time
Occupancy

Diff 02 - 04

Night time
Occupancy

2004

Spaces

2002

Area 1:

491

25%

23%

22%

19%

-3%

-4%

890

27%

27%

22%

23%

-5%

-4%

715

30%

28%

24%

19%

-6%

-9%

433

15%

18%

No
data

No
data

-

-

213

43%

36%

13%

26%

-30%

-10%

1354

20%

21%

15%

10%

-5%

-11%

Bicester Road
Area 2:
Buckingham Road &
Dunsham Lane
Area 3:
Cambridge Street &
Manor Park
Area 4:
Oxford Road &
Gatehouse Road
Area 5:
Park Street & Stocklake
Area 6:
Queens Park

9.16

The number of potential parking spaces varied from area to area (see Table 9.1).
Area 6, Queens Park, has the largest number of parking spaces (1354). Area 5,
Park Street and Stocklake, have the smallest number of parking spaces (213).

9.17

In 2002 the maximum occupancy was 43%. This was at night in Area 5, Park Street
and Stocklake. The highest occupancy in 2004 was, also, in Area 5 during the day
(26%) and was still a reduction from the 2002 daytime occupancy.

9.18

In all areas the occupancy was less in 2004 than in 2002, both during the day and at
night. Between 3% and 5% more spaces were unoccupied at night in 2004 in every
Area, except Area 5. In area 5 there were 30% more spaces available at night.

9.19

Reduced occupancy was also more evident during the daytime surveys. Areas 1 and
2, around the Bicester and Buckingham Roads saw the number of occupied parking
spaces reduce by 4%. Areas 3, 5 and 6 to the east of the town saw the number of
parking spaces occupied during the day decrease by 9%, 10% and 11% respectively.
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PUBLICLY AVAILABLE OFF-STREET CAR PARKING
9.20

Public off-street parking includes car parks that are available for public use controlled
directly by a local authority and those which are privately controlled. Parking charges
and time restrictions may be applied in either.
Off-street Parking Supply

9.21

There are ten local authority controlled public car parks within the study area.
Figure I.2, within Appendix I shows the location of publicly available car parks and
Table I.2 lists the capacity and designation (Long or Short Stay) of each.

9.22

The car parks vary in size considerably, the smallest (Hale Street) provides only 16
spaces and the largest (Friarscroft) contains 588 spaces. Five provide fewer than
150 spaces, two provide approximately 200 spaces. The rest have a capacity of
between 300 and 588.

9.23

Provision for larger vehicles is currently in Canalside and Walton Street car parks.
Vans may be left in either car park but HGVs may only be parked in the Walton
Street car park. There is also a privately owned short stay car park operated by
Friars Square shopping centre. The car park provides 400 spaces during the week19
and 800 on weekends. The station car park provides 234 long stay parking spaces
for rail commuters.

9.24

The ratio of long to short stay off-street parking spaces is approximately 50:50.
Within Aylesbury there are 1184 publicly available long stay parking spaces in local
authority controlled car parks. This compares to 1205 parking spaces in short stay
local authority car parks. A small car park in Anchor Lane provides nine dedicated
disabled spaces.

9.25

A number of the car parks on the eastern side of the town centre. These include four
short stay car parks, which account for 92% of the short stay parking provision. The
two long stay car parks in this area provide 32% of the long stay spaces. 50% of
long stay parking spaces are in Friarscroft car park close to the railway station.

9.26

The cost to park in an off-street car park will affect the demand. Parking charges are
reviewed within Appendix I. In summary, it currently costs £2 to park all day in a
local authority long stay car park. Local authority short stay charges are on an
incremental scale starting at £0.70 for one hour or less and £6.50 for any length of
time longer than five hours.

9.27

Charges in privately operated car parks are comparable with long stay parking. In
the station car park charges are between £2.50 and £4.50 per day depending upon
the type of ticket purchased. Short stay parking charges in the Friars Square car
park are similar to the local authority charges but are marginally cheaper for most
parking durations.

19

During the week approximately 400 spaces are reserved for County Council employees.
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Off-street Parking Demand
9.28

Two snapshot occupancy surveys were undertaken in Aylesbury’s town centre car
parks on Wednesday 25 February 2004 and on Saturday 27 March 2004. The first
was in the morning between 09:30 and 11:00; the second was in the afternoon
between 14:30 and 17:00. Each survey recorded the number of parked vehicles and
the number of empty spaces in each car park.
Long-stay car parks

9.29

During the weekday survey, surface level long stay car parks (Walton Street, Walton
Green, and Canalside) were fully occupied all day. In Friarscroft car park (the largest
long stay car park) 9% of parking spaces were empty in the morning and 20% in the
afternoon. The majority of these spaces were on the higher decks of the car park.

9.30

During the Saturday survey, approximately one third of the publicly controlled parking
spaces were unoccupied. Fewer than 20% of spaces in Friarscroft and 15% of
spaces in Walton Street car park were occupied, possibly reflecting the relatively long
distances from the car parks to the town centre. Table I.6 within Appendix I shows
the Saturday occupancy of each car park in both the morning and afternoon.

9.31

Weekday snapshot surveys in the railway station car park revealed that the car park
was at capacity throughout the day.
Short Stay Car Parks

9.32

Table I.7 in Appendix I lists the occupancy of each short stay car park, morning and
afternoon, both on a weekday and on a Saturday. Only Hale Street and Coopers
Yard car parks were consistently full on both the weekday and weekend surveys.
There were never more than three parking spaces recorded in either car park. The
high usage of these car parks is likely to be because they are available surface car
parks within easy reach of the main shopping areas. Both car parks are also
relatively small.

9.33

The overall occupancy of short stay car parks was relatively constant, being between
70% and 76% full during both the weekday afternoon and weekend surveys. The
overall occupancy was slightly less during the weekday morning at only 61%.

9.34

Over 10% more spaces were empty in the Civic Centre car park during the week
than were during the Saturday surveys. In the Upper Hundreds car park Saturday
occupancy was 87% - 90%, whereas weekday occupancy was 61% - 76%. Only
Hampden House car park was less utilised on Saturday than during the week.
Hamden House car park is older than either the Civic Centre or the Upper Hundreds
car park and manoeuvring a vehicle within it is more challenging. This may be why
motorists prefer for alternative short stay car parks to Hamden House.
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9.35

The management of Friars Square car park do not record occupancy levels or
duration of stay. Occupancy information was obtained from the VMS at the car
park’s entrance. The car park management stated that there are spaces at the
beginning and end of each day and that the car park only reaches capacity between
11:00 and 14:00 on weekdays. They indicated that it is rarely full on Saturdays20
except during the Christmas shopping season.

9.36

Given the often concentrated, or localised, parking demand experienced within the
town centre the situation could be improved (as was confirmed during the
consultation process) by the provision of improved information relating to parking
supply. Up-to-date information on the availability of parking supply could be of
significant benefit by altering the behaviour of motorists seeking a parking place.
PA1
Introduce variable message parking signage on the main radials and the Inner Relief
Road

9.37

VMS would not only reduce the occurrence of localised congestion close to the
entrances to car parks but would also reduce the number of vehicles cruising to find
an available car park. The VMS could also be used to minimise disruption expected
during the construction of the Waterside Development.
FUTURE PARKING SUPPLY AND DEMAND
Medium Term – During Construction of Waterside Development
Parking Supply

9.38

The Waterside Development (described in paragraph 2.15) is expected to have a
significant impact upon levels of traffic and parking demand within the town centre.
The development will provide a new shopping and leisure complex with a 790 space
short-stay car park. It is expected to be complete by 2009.

9.39

When complete the Waterside Development will increase Aylesbury’s overall parking
supply by some 250 spaces. The Waterside Development is being constructed on
land which has been used for parking. Therefore at various stages during
construction, some parking spaces will be lost. These include:

9.40

20

♦

Canalside and Exchange Street long-stay car parks (approximately 400 spaces);
and

♦

Civic Centre short stay car park (420 spaces).

To replace the parking spaces a new multi storey long-stay car park (some 450
spaces) will be built on the site of the existing Walton Street car park, which currently
provides some 200 spaces.

Weekend capacity in the Friars Square car park is 800 vehicles (400 on weekdays).
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9.41

In order to avoid damaging the town’s retail economy or unnecessarily
inconveniencing those who live and work in the town it is important that parking
supply is carefully managed during the construction of the Waterside Development.
PA2
Phase construction work associated with the Waterside Development to cause
minimal disruption to the supply of off-street parking spaces (a detailed phasing
proposal is included within Appendix J)

9.42

A proposal for phasing the supply of parking spaces during the construction of the
Waterside Development is included in Appendix J. The proposal aims to minimise
fluctuation in the number of parking spaces at any one time.

9.43

It is proposed that on completion of the Waterside Development the overall supply of
short-stay parking spaces is increased by 330 spaces (to 1530). The total number of
long stay parking spaces will only reduce by 90 (to 1080).
PA3
On completion of the Waterside Development, long and short stay parking spaces
should be provided at an overall ratio of approximately 5:6 (see Appendix J).

9.44

There will, of course, be an increase in the daytime parking demand following the
implementation of the retail (food and non-food) operations in the Waterside
Development.
Parking Tariffs

9.45

It is recommended that the parking tariffs in the town centre are set to support or
encourage, short-term parking acts in the town centre. The use of targeted parking
tariffs would allow motorists the option of choosing to pay to park, rather than
preventing them from parking in the prime shopping locations. Parking tariffs in the
town centre can also be geared toward encouraging those motorists with an
alternative to travelling into Aylesbury during the morning peak period.
PA4
Parking tariffs should be used to support and encourage short-term parking acts
close to the town centre shopping area. The parking tariffs should encourage
efficient use of parking spaces allowing as many motorists to park for shorter
periods (i.e. not all-day) as possible.

9.46

It is understood that the Council has previously operated a differential parking charge
regime in Aylesbury, dependant upon the popularity of the car parks. The differential
car park charges have been removed, and it is not recommended that different rates
operate at different (publicly owned) town centre car parks. It is proposed that the
Council maintain a standard charging regime at all town centre car parks, but direct
the charges at encouraging short, or long stay parking acts at particular car parks.
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9.47

The proposed parking tariff regime is illustrated in Table 9.2.
Table 9.2 – Proposed Parking Tariffs for Aylesbury Town Centre
Period of Stay

9.48

Short Stay Car Parks
Before 9.30am on
Weekdays

After 9.30 and on
Weekends

1 hour

£1.70

£0.70

2 hours

£2.40

£1.40

3 hours

£3.30

£2.30

4 hours

£5.00

£4.00

5 hours

£6.00

£5.00

5 plus hours

£15.00

£10.00

Long Stay Car
Parks

£4.00

If a motorist arrives before 9.30 AM in the morning during the week he/she will incur
a premium hourly parking rate (an additional £1 per hour) and additional premium if
commuting. If the motorist arrives after 9.30 AM the premium commuter rate is
reduced. Parking tariffs with a similar structure are used by Elmbridge and
Tandridge Borough Councils (both in Surrey).
PA5
Parking tariffs should encourage trips for shopping or leisure purposes to be made
outside the morning peak period.

9.49

It is also proposed that the daily/casual long-stay parking charge be increased from
the existing £2.00 to £4.00 to deter some commuters from driving into the town
centre. These rates are still below the existing railway station charge (£4.50 per day)
and Friars Square car park (£6.00 a day), but would offer motorists an incentive to
consider alternative modes of transport (bus fares to travel within Aylesbury are
£1.80).
PA6
Daily/casual long-stay parking tariffs should be increased to deter those commuters
who have a viable alternative from driving into the town centre.

9.50

There would continue to be permits available for long-stay car parks equating to
reduced daily parking rates. In common with the long term goal of encouraging the
use of town centre parking for those commuters who have little, or any, alternative
mode of transport. The permit charges could have a differential for those applicants
living within Aylesbury and those living in the outlying villages. This process will need
to be refined as alternative modes of transport become accessible to increased
numbers of commuters (such as, improved bus services from the MDAs, or the park
& ride facilities at the MDAs).
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PA7
The introduction of differential charging for long-stay parking permits should be
considered. Motorists living within Aylesbury urban area could be charged a higher
tariff than motorists living in the surrounding villages.

9.51

The long-stay car parks adjacent to the town centre (Inner Relief Road) should be
available to shoppers at the weekend on the same premise as the short-stay car
parks. That is, a casual user will pay the same weekend short-stay tariff in any of the
town centre car parks accessed directly from the Inner Relief Road. These will
include all car parks nominally designated as short stay and the following designated
as long-stay car parks; Friarscroft, Canalside (front), Exchange Street, and all levels
of Hampden House car parks.

9.52

The P&R facilities will offer motorists, and the Council, an important supply of
additional town centre parking and may encourage motorists to change their habits.
The new P&R facilities can also provide Aylesbury with an important element of the
town centre (long-stay) parking supply.
On-Street Parking Controls

9.53

As the MDAs are completed, demand for town centre parking is likely to increase.
The Waterside Development would increase the provision of town centre parking
spaces however this increase is not likely to cater for all the additional demand.
Before considering alternative forms of transport some motorists may try to find free
on-street parking spaces in residential streets surrounding the town centre. If they
are successful this is likely to be at the disadvantage of residents. Increases to
parking tariffs may also cause some displacement of parking from the town centre
into nearby residential streets. Such displacement would put the safety of residents
(particularly pedestrians and cyclists) at risk by increasing the number of motorists
driving in residential areas to look for parking spaces. This would be particularly
detrimental where cyclists are routed through residential areas.
PA8
All on-street parking roughly bounded by the Outer Relief Road should be managed /
regulated before residents experience excess parking pressure. Should the
proposed foot / cycle bridge crossing the railway adjacent to the station be
constructed, on-street controls may need to be extended into Southcourt.

9.54

In addition to the extension of the existing parking controls, it is considered
appropriate, in line with the Hub proposals, to remove all casual on-street parking
from within the core town centre. This can be achieved by designating all parking
places for specific user groups (residents, disabled, taxis or loading activity). This
recommendation supports existing policy aims and would contribute to the parking
and access strategy by reducing traffic circulation in core town centre and reserving
on-street kerbside parking for disabled motorists, taxis, residents or loading activity.
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PA9
Remove casual on-street parking from within the core town centre, by designating all
parking places for specific user groups (residents, disabled, taxis or loading activity).

9.55

It is also considered that parking enforcement within the town core should be
increased to deter motorists from abusing the waiting restrictions and the disabled
parking places. Enhanced enforcement should help to improve the safety of more
vulnerable road users such as pedestrians, pedestrians with pushchairs, cyclists and
those with mobility impairments. This will be achieved by deterring motorists from
parking in dangerous locations and ensuring that reserved on-street parking places
are kept free for those for whom they are intended.
PA10
Provide enhanced enforcement of waiting and loading restrictions in the town centre
to prevent illegal parking and misuse of disabled parking bays.

Long Term – 2011 and beyond
Parking Standards
9.56

The relationship between a town’s transport system (in all its facets) and the planning
system are the adopted parking standards. Parking standards provide a way of
balancing the supply and demand for parking space and of controlling the impact of
development on the transport infrastructure.
Having said this, it must be
remembered that parking standards are not legally binding, but provide a guidance
by the District Council, and as such are often regarded as a starting point by the
prospective developer when entering negotiation.

9.57

Parking standards are applied to new, or amended, development proposals by the
District Council during the planning process. They enable the Council to work toward
managing the amount of space devoted to parking (and hence vehicle trips) within a
new development. Given the current situation, that 60% of all commuters to
Aylesbury have a private car parking space available, the application of parking
standards (and use of these standards to manage parking provision) will significantly
impact upon future access to Aylesbury.

9.58

National guidance (See Appendix K) is to introduce stricter parking standards in
order to discourage car usage for the journey to work. Guidance has favoured the
development of a matrix approach to determine appropriate parking supply. It is
recognised that introduction of more restrictive (maximum) parking standards cannot
take place in isolation. Without a comprehensive parking management strategy
(including on-street restrictions and travel plans) it is likely that motorists will merely
park elsewhere, possibly at the inconvenience of others.
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9.59

The impact of application of parking standards is realised over the long term. Overall
car parking provision will only be impacted over a number of years, but the
establishment of a regime with a less ‘laissez-faire’ approach to parking standards
will be an important element to the town’s parking strategy. The application of more
restrictive parking standards (through the application of maximum levels of parking
provision) rather than minimum levels of provision can complement other initiatives
aimed at encouraging alternative modes of travel.

9.60

Aylesbury Vale District Council has developed amended parking guidance for
developers in its Supplementary Planning Guidance note in April 2002. The
guidance recognises the need to apply a more restrictive policy of the provision of car
parking. The Council is attempting to support a reduction in the dependence on the
private car by gradually reducing parking supply within the town centre. The basic
premise being that car parking provision will be stated as a maximum rather than a
minimum requirement, and that future parking provision will become increasingly
access related.

9.61

The programme is to gradually restrict the availability of on-site parking places at new
developments. The objective (in line with the proposed parking strategy) is to seek a
reduction in the availability of private non-residential parking space in Aylesbury town
centre. This will be a gradual process and the maximum standards should be
reduced progressively over time. There will be variability of parking allowance
according to the level of alternative modes of transport. The proposed improvements
to the provision of alternative modes (public transport, cycling and walking) should all
improve town centre, and MDA, access thus encouraging the application of stricter
parking standards within the town.
PA11
The current proposed reduction of the maximum parking standards should be
pursued. In addition, the allocation of parking space based upon accessibility to the
workplace should also be pursued. In order to facilitate allocation by accessibility,
the Council should prepare an accessibility plan (mapping) for Aylesbury Vale.

PARK AND RIDE (P&R) FACILITIES
9.62

The proposed P&R facilities outlined in Section 4 of this report will not only provide a
valuable addition to the public transport network within Aylesbury, but can provide an
important supplement to the town centre parking supply. The creation of some 900
additional parking spaces for town centre users could prove to be a valuable asset to
the local economy, by helping to reduce peak hour congestion and providing parking
space for commuters and shoppers.
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9.63

As the town centre develops over the next five to ten years through the Waterside
development, MDAs, town centre commercial and employment growth there will
inevitably be an increased demand for parking space. If it is assumed that parking
demand increases in line with projected traffic growth, which is up to a 20% increase,
it is evident that left unchecked there would be a significant increase in parking
demand. It is hoped that many of the proposed measures detailed in this report will
reduce traffic and the associated parking demand by encouraging motorists to think
about their journey and choose an alternative mode be that bus, taxi, car share,
walking or cycling.

9.64

If parking demand were to increase by some 20% the existing weekday parking
supply within Aylesbury could not cater for the demand. Given the existing Saturday
demand profile (as outlined in 9.28 to 9.37 above) there would be adequate parking
available in the town centre, providing that the motorists made full use of all the
facilities available. The ability to use and direct traffic to the P&R facilities at the
edge of town could have a significant impact upon potential weekday parking
congestion in the future.

9.65

There are a number of issues that may be seen to ‘trigger’ increased, or shifts in,
parking demand within Aylesbury. The issues and triggers that may need to be
considered and monitored are:
♦

Completion of the Waterside Development. This may lead to an increased
day time demand for short stay parking in the town centre. To accommodate
this increased demand may require the conversion of an existing long-stay car
park to short-stay usage. This would necessitate additional long stay parking
space. The short-fall in long-stay parking space could be provided at the P&R
sites.

♦

Increase Commuter Demand. The development of additional employment
opportunities within Aylesbury may attract additional car borne commuters who
either choose, or do not have the ability to use alternative modes, to travel to
work by car. Given that the long stay commuter parking in Aylesbury is already
operating at or near capacity during the week, additional demand can only be
catered for by the provision of additional parking space. This additional space
can best be provided at the P&R sites.

♦

Loss of Town Centre Parking Supply. It is possible that in the future
Aylesbury may lose one of the existing off-street car parks within its centre.
These are providing valuable short-stay parking for the town centre. The car
park may be lost to help generate further commercial or employment growth,
promote a town centre vision with reduced traffic, or due to the deterioration of
an elderly parking structure that no longer conforms to the public’s accepted
quality standards. The resultant loss of short-stay parking provision would
necessitate the conversion of an existing long-stay car park to facilitate town
centre demands.

♦

Berryfields Railway Station. The development of a new railway station at the
Berryfields MDA could attract existing town centre car park users from the
existing long-stay parking facilities to the P&R facility. In this situation it is
considered important that the parking facilities available for rail commuting and
P&R are made distinct and supported by an appropriate tariff regime. Given that
most rail commuters are likely to be away from their vehicles in excess of nine
hours there could be a differential between parking for up to eight hours and
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above. The availability of an edge of town rail facility could assist in reducing the
peak hour traffic entering the town centre.
9.66

The availability of some 900 P&R parking spaces could provide the town centre with
a much needed addition to its parking supply and enable the town to better cater for
future development and growth. It is possible that some of these triggers will be met,
or the combination of two or more may result in the need to amend the existing town
centre parking balance. The P&R parking spaces are an integral part of a town’s
central parking supply and should be recognised as such.
PARKING FACILITIES FOR HGVS AND COACHES

9.67

There are currently no dedicated facilities for lorry or coach parking in Aylesbury and
no facilities for overnight lorry parking are provided at all. There were no parked
lorries observed during the Atkins night-time survey and the consultation did not
reveal overnight lorry parking to be a widely held concern amongst stakeholders.

9.68

The provision of such facilities is, however, important. Day time parking for vans and
lorries is currently provided in the Canalside and Walton Street car parks. If the
Waterside development proceeds, these car parks will be built upon and although car
parking spaces will be replaced with multi-storey car parks, lorry parking will no
longer be possible.

9.69

The proposed P&R facilities could provide accessible lorry and coach parking in
Aylesbury. Although lorry and coach parking has not been highlighted as a problem
within Aylesbury by Atkins’ survey work or consultation, the provision of such a
facility is important. This will become increasingly important as the existing surface
car parks (at Canalside and Walton Street) are removed from the parking supply. In
addition to the need to accommodate market traders vehicles and coaches ‘dropping
off’ passengers in the town centre, it is possible that an EU directive on mobile
workers (which reduces driving hours and is due to come into force during 2005) may
increase the number of lorries on the road and those needing to park overnight.
PA12
Overnight and daytime lorry parking should be provided at the park and ride sites on
the edge of town. Overnight parking would require that toilet facilities are provided.

CONSULTATION
9.70

Between them, four comments concerning parking in Aylesbury received 70% of the
available points. None of the other comments received more than 10% of the
maximum available points.

9.71

A lack of car parking information in Aylesbury town centre is seen to be the most
significant deficiency. The score however was only just higher than for the related
issue of the lack of car park occupancy information. Twelve of the 18 respondents
indicated that each of these issues were significant. The fourth highest score was
given to the view that some car parks are consistently full while others are never
filled. This issue again is closely related to the lack of car park information available
to the motorist.
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9.72

A list of the comments received during the workshop and a full analysis of the followup questionnaires is included as Appendix B.
SUMMARY

9.73

The total parking supply in Aylesbury is adequate for the current demand. Some car
parks however are oversubscribed at certain times of the week, particular short stay
car parks on weekends and most long stay car parks on weekdays. There is also
evidence that commuters are beginning to infringe upon parking spaces intended for
the use of shoppers and visitors to the town.

9.74

There are going to be significant changes to the provision, and management, of the
car parking supply in Aylesbury associated with the town centre development,
namely ‘The Waterside’, the P&R and the impact from the MDAs. These
developments will result in an increased supply of short-stay parking spaces in the
town centre and potentially some 900 additional long-stay parking places at the MDA
P&R sites.

9.75

It is important that parking supply is well managed to cater for potential traffic growth
in the town centre. In order to manage the use of the parking places it is considered
appropriate to introduce a new parking tariff regime (to deter longer stay parking and
to encourage shoppers to access the town during off-peak periods. Long-stay, or
commuter, parking will be encouraged at specific locations and permits will be
issued, wherever possible within designated car parks. It is also proposed that, in
the longer term, permits be issued a differential tariff to commuters by need.
Associated with this longer term aim is support for existing policy on parking
standards (that is the graduated reduction in the maximum parking standard
dependant upon access) and the associated move toward management by
accessibility.

9.76

Town centre parking supply should be managed to support the economic demands of
the town. Parking supply should cater predominantly for the shoppers, without
restricting (other than by choice) the parking demands of commuters. This will be
achieved by the introduction of selective parking tariffs, greater on-street
management of parking facilities and increased opportunity to use alternative ways of
accessing the town centre.
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